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It is widely expected that at sufficiently high temperatures order is always lost, e.g.
magnets loose their ferromagnetic properties. We pose the question of whether this is
always the case in the context of quantum field theory in d space dimensions. More con-
cretely, one can ask whether there exist critical points (CFTs) which break some global
symmetry at arbitrary finite temperature. The most familiar CFTs do not exhibit symme-
try breaking at finite temperature, and moreover, in the context of the AdS/CFT corre-
spondence, critical points at finite temperature are described by an uncharged black brane
which obeys a no-hair theorem. Yet, we show that there exist CFTs which have some of
their internal symmetries broken at arbitrary finite temperature. Our main example is a
vector model which we study both in the epsilon expansion and arbitrary rank as well as
the large rank limit (and arbitrary dimension). The large rank limit of the vector model
displays a conformal manifold, a moduli space of vacua, and a deformed moduli space
of vacua at finite temperature. The appropriate Nambu-Goldstone bosons including the
dilaton-like particle are identified. Using these tools we establish symmetry breaking at
finite temperature for finite small . We also prove that a large class of other fixed points,
which describe some of the most common quantum magnets, indeed behave as expected
and do not break any global symmetry at finite temperature. We discuss some of the
consequences of finite temperature symmetry breaking for the spectrum of local operators.
Finally, we propose a class of fixed points which appear to be possible candidates for finite
temperature symmetry breaking in d = 2.
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1. General Remarks
The phenomenon of Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking is commonplace in Nature. The
progress in theoretical understanding of this subject was followed by searching for systems
in which the symmetry was restored. The mechanism for that can be intrinsic to the system,
i.e. dynamical, or it can be brought about by subjecting the system to external conditions
such as varying degrees of freedom, temperature, density or large overall quantum numbers.
In this work we plan to discuss only the effects of temperature. We start by reviewing some
aspects of Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking. For a sample of standard references on the
subject, see for instance [1–4].
1.1. A Review of what Symmetry Breaking is
Let us consider a general quantum system in d space dimensions with a Z2 global
symmetry. We study the theory with the d space dimensions being compact, denoting the
space as Md. Let O be a local operator which is odd under the Z2 symmetry and we
consider the expectation value of O in the thermal ensemble with inverse temperature βth
〈O〉Mdβth ≡ TrHMdOe−βthH . (1.1)
HMd denotes the Hilbert space, and we trace over this Hilbert space to obtain the expec-
tation value of O in the thermal ensemble.
In quantum systems in finite volume we can always choose the energy eigenstates to
be eigenstates of Z2, and for each such eigenstate |Ψn,q〉 it holds that 〈Ψn,q|O|Ψn,q〉 = 0.
(Here q ∈ {0, 1} depending on whether the state is even or odd under Z2.)
Therefore for every compact space Md we have
〈O〉Mdβth = 0 . (1.2)
This is the familiar statement that in compact space symmetries cannot break (whether
the temperature is zero or not).1
1This is true as long as the number of degrees of freedom, N , is finite (in particle physics or condensed
matter systems the number of degrees of freedom is always finite in this sense). For the case of N =∞ there
can be a phase transition even in compact space. Two examples where this happens are the one plaquette
model [5,6] and the four-dimensional N = 4 SU(N) super Yang-Mills theory on a finite sphere [7–10]. Special
features of the infinite N limit will be important in part of this work.
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From now on, when we write 〈O〉βth we mean 〈O〉Rdβth , i.e. the usual infinite volume
limit. While in any compact space (1.2) is correct, there could be a difficulty in taking
the infinite volume limit while maintaining 〈O〉βth = 0. When we are unable to maintain
〈O〉βth = 0 in the infinite volume limit we say that spontaneous symmetry breaking occurs.
This typically depends on βth, in the sense that for some values of βth we may be able to
maintain 〈O〉βth = 0 and for some other values we may not.
One familiar reason that the infinite volume may be singular is the following: As we
increase the volume ofMd, the Hilbert space HMd may develop different “sectors” of states
which have exponentially vanishing matrix elements with states in other sectors. Then, the
infinite volume limit is taken by discarding some states in the Hilbert space and it may
happen that as a result we cannot diagonalize Z2 in the infinite volume limit.
In the standard situation of symmetry breaking at low temperatures the way these
sectors in the Hilbert space arise is as follows. We have two nearly degenerate eigenstates
in finite volume, |+〉 and |−〉, such that they are respectively even and odd under Z2 and
the energy difference is given by
∆E ∼ e−TwV ol(Md) . (1.3)
where Tw is a dimensionful constant known as the domain wall tension. The energy splitting
is interpreted for some range of parameters as an instanton effect in quantum mechanics
and therefore it is natural to define the two “minima”
|V AC1〉 = |+〉+ |−〉 , |V AC2〉 = |+〉 − |−〉 .
These states can be thought of as being separated by a barrier that scales with the volume
of space, and hence the instanton (1.3). Since the barrier scales with the volume of space,
the low lying states fall into two distinct sectors which do not communicate in infinite
space. We can choose to be in either of |V AC1〉 or |V AC2〉 as we take the infinite volume
limit. Since |V AC1〉 and |V AC2〉 are not Z2 eigenstates, the Z2 symmetry is broken
spontaneously. At zero temperature as well as at sufficiently low temperatures we therefore
have 〈O〉βth 6= 0.
States which are obtained from |V AC1〉 with the action of only finitely many operators
are nearly orthogonal to states which are obtained from |V AC2〉 by acting with finitely
many operators, hence the notion of superselection sectors. But note that for states where
the energy scales with the volume and is sufficiently high, the distinction between |V AC1〉
and |V AC2〉 essentially disappears. For this reason, we often think that at high enough
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temperatures, where the typical state is a state with a larger energy density than the energy
scale involved in the spontaneous symmetry breaking, the Z2 symmetry must be restored.
Another viewpoint takes into account that at finite temperature we do not minimize
the energy but instead we minimize
F = E − S
βth
(where S is the entropy), and hence at high temperature the high entropy states dominate.
Since high entropy states are disordered we again expect that for high enough temperatures
the symmetry will be restored.
In this note we would like to examine the question of whether it is really the case
that at high enough temperature all symmetries are restored.2 There are many examples
in the literature of systems that break some symmetries at intermediate temperatures,
we will review some of those beautiful constructions. But our focus is on the true high
temperature limit.
Using the relationship between finite temperature and a theory on a circle, we can
conclude that in d = 2 only discrete symmetries can break spontaneously at finite temper-
ature [11] and in d = 1 no symmetries whatsoever can break at finite temperature.
1.2. Arguments from the AdS/CFT Correspondence
The AdS/CFT correspondence links the question of symmetry restoration at high tem-
peratures with the no-hair “theorem”. According to the AdS/CFT correspondence [12–14],
a conformal theory in Rd,1 is dual to the Poincare´ patch of AdSd+2. Putting the field theory
at finite temperature is then interpreted as a black brane in AdSd+2 [7]. The statement that
there is symmetry breaking in the CFT is translated to hair on the black brane [15–17].
Black branes which are charged are known to exhibit instabilities and they can develop
hair through the condensation of scalar fields. But to our knowledge no such hair has been
exhibited for uncharged black branes. (Equivalently, when the temperature of the black
brane is much larger than the chemical potential the hair disappears.) This statement also
extends to the possible condensation of scalars with deformed boundary conditions [18,19].3
The CFT constructions we present here are not at odds with the no-hair theorem for such
2In this note we only discuss ordinary, zero-form symmetries. The de-confinement transition of course
famously behaves in the opposite fashion but we do not discuss higher symmetries here.
3See however [20]. While the hairy black hole in [20] did not dominate the ensemble at high temperatures,
its mere existence is a possible step towards a violation of the no-hair theorem for black branes. We thank
Ofer Aharony for pointing this paper to us.
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black branes in AdS. The reason being that our models are vector models and as such do
not have standard AdS duals (rather, the dual description is via Vasiliev’s equations [21]).
1.3. Lattice Systems and the Continuum Limit
The notion of arbitrarily high temperature has to be clarified. Let us first examine
local lattice systems with finitely many degrees of freedom per site (spin systems) and
where the Z2 symmetry is realized on-site. In such systems, strictly infinite temperature
corresponds to the unit density matrix, i.e. as βth → 0
e−βthH → I .
The state I makes sense in such lattice models. Let us now take some order parameter
localized to a site. Since in the state I all sites decouple and the Hilbert space is a direct
product H = ⊗sitesHi, the expectation values of such local operators vanish since for such
local operators as βth → 0, 〈O〉βth → TrsiteO = 0. Hence, for such lattice systems the
symmetries must be restored at sufficiently high temperature [22].
Let us now consider the regime of QFT. If the lattice model is described by QFT at
distances much larger than the lattice spacing, then we can also consider a temperature
which is much larger than the inverse correlation length but much smaller than the inverse
lattice spacing distance a
a βth  ξ .
This is a less trivial limit. In fact, in QFT the state I does not necessarily make sense4
and the high temperature limit in the continuum QFT sense contains potentially nontrivial
physics as we will see. This is the sense in which we will find nontrivial behavior even at
arbitrarily high temperature.
In fact, a QFT does not necessarily require a lattice to be defined. It can be ultraviolet
complete by itself. The short distance limit is then described by a Conformal Field Theory
(CFT). The question about the behavior of the theory at very high temperatures can be
then translated into a question about conformal field theory at nonzero temperature. Since
there is no inherent scale in a CFT, any nonzero temperature is equivalent to any other
nonzero temperature. Hence, if there is symmetry breaking in a CFT at some nonzero
temperature there is symmetry breaking at all nonzero temperatures.
4We thank A. Kapustin and D. Harlow for discussions on this topic.
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1.4. The Central Question
Are there unitary, local, nontrivial CFTs which break a global symmetry at finite
temperature?
Unitarity appears to be important for the following reason: Instead of the thermal
ensemble e−βthH one could ask the same question about the high temperature behavior in
the ensemble with a chemical potential e−βthH−µQ. Actually, in some situations with ’t
Hooft anomalies it is already known that one can guarantee symmetry breaking for any
radius of the thermal circle, i.e. any βth [23–27] for some appropriate nonzero µ. A similar
thing sometimes happens with random chemical potentials [28]. On the other hand, for
the ensemble e−βthH no such example exists to our knowledge.
The main point in this note is the construction of conformal models in d = 3 −  di-
mensions which break a symmetry at finite temperature. We will also provide a conjecture
for a model in d = 2, but since it is only conjectural at the moment, all the examples where
we can rigorously establish symmetry breaking at finite temperature are in fractional di-
mensions and hence are not fully unitary models [29] (and see references therein – however,
in the infinite rank limit these models may become unitary).
1.5. Our Construction
What we will do here is to present a construction of CFTs which have a unique
gapless ground state at zero temperature and in the infinite N limit some of them have
flat directions in field space. At nonzero temperature, however, we will find examples that
exhibit spontaneous symmetry breaking.
Our examples are in a class of conformal vector models. We first prove a no-go theo-
rem: such symmetry breaking at finite temperature cannot occur in models with a single
quadratic Casimir. This explains a posteriori why many familiar quantum magnets restore
their symmetries at high temperature. But in the bi-conical class of fixed points [30–33],
which have two quadratic Casimirs, we find examples which display symmetry breaking at
any finite temperatures.
We treat the bi-conical models both in the limit of small epsilon and in the limit of
finite epsilon and large rank. We find that the two approaches essentially overlap and
agree. These bi-conical CFTs have symmetry group O(m) × O(N − m) and the smaller
group of the two breaks at finite temperature. For instance (and without loss of generality)
if m < N/2 the unbroken symmetry group is O(m− 1)×O(N −m). Therefore there is no
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thermal gap and instead we have Nambu-Goldstone bosons living on Sm−1. In the equal
rank case 2m = N no symmetry breaking occurs at finite temperature!
We find some special features when studying the large rank limit of the biconical mod-
els. We find a one-dimensional conformal manifold and a moduli space of vacua though
these models have no supersymmetry. In addition, the moduli space of vacua does not
disappear at finite temperature, but instead, it is deformed. Moreover, the ground state
energies of the thermal effective potential depend neither on temperature nor on the expec-
tation value of the field leading to spontaneous symmetry breaking [34–36].5 One finds a
certain hyperbola in the space of fields, where all the vacua on this hyperbola are degener-
ate. The curvature of the hyperbola is set by the temperature. This allows us to establish
that indeed symmetry breaking takes place in these models in d < 3 −  dimensions for
finite small enough . For the case of equal rank 2m = N the hyperbola is not deformed
at finite temperature and indeed symmetry breaking at finite temperature does not occur.
In d = 3 these models are free and hence trivial and at d = 2 the Nambu-Goldstone bosons
on Sm−1 are lifted by non-perturbative effects and hence, strictly speaking, no symmetry
breakdown occurs. This is of course in line with the general expectation that no continuous
symmetry breaking can occur at finite temperature in 2+1 dimensions.
It is still interesting though that the thermal gap is exponentially small for large m
because these non-perturbative effects occur at an exponentially small scale. This is a huge
hierarchy between the thermal scale and the actual correlation length.
A very interesting special case are the models with symmetry O(1) × O(N − 1). For
them we cannot straightforwardly apply the large rank methods since one of the ranks
is just 1. But we can still carry out the  expansion and we find that the symmetry is
broken at finite temperature to O(N−1), hence, there are 2 vacua. These models therefore
are possible candidates for a full fledged unitary CFT in 2+1 dimensions with symmetry
breaking at finite temperature. We cannot prove, though, that this indeed occurs in 2+1
dimensions and our evidence is based solely on the  expansion. It is conceivable that this
problem can be settled in the future.
In summary, we report here on a construction of critical points in d = 3 −  space
dimensions which break some global symmetries at finite temperature. These models also
display some other interesting features, such as moduli spaces of vacua at zero and nonzero
temperature. We emphasize a special case in the above class of critical points that may
break a Z2 symmetry at finite temperature strictly in d = 2 space dimensions.
5This statement excludes trivial temperature dependence that is scheme dependent.
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1.6. Consequences for the Spectrum of Operators and the Phase Diagrams
As we reviewed above, there is an intuitive picture of what low temperature symmetry
breaking means in terms of which states survive the infinite volume limit. But imagine
a CFT that at finite temperature breaks a Z2 symmetry. What does that mean for the
spectrum of dimensions of local operators of the theory?
It is useful to address this question in radial quantization, where the spectrum of the
theory on Sd is isomorphic to the space of local operators and the energies are identified
with the scaling dimensions. We study the partition function on Sd × S1βth which is hence
given by
ZSd×S1βth
=
∑
∆
e−βth∆/R . (1.4)
where R is the radius of Sd. Evidently, the partition function is only a function of βth/R
due to conformal invariance. The limit of large volume is obtained by taking R→∞ with
fixed βth. In this limit we can use effective field theory since there is an approximately
local theory on Sd at distances much bigger than βth. If we assume a thermal gap and
no symmetry breaking, then this effective theory on Sd is obtained from a formal series
expansion of local functionals of the metric in the d-dimensional theory
√
gL = Aβ−dth
√
g +Bβ−d+2th R
√
g + · · · . (1.5)
where A,B... are dimensionless, model-dependent constants. This leads to the usual ex-
pansion of the partition function at large R (or, alternatively, small β)
βth → 0 , logZSd×S1βth ∼
2Apid/2+1/2
Γ
(
d
2
+ 1
2
) β−dth Rd + 2Bd(d− 1)pid/2+1/2Γ (d
2
+ 1
2
) β−d+2th Rd−2 + · · · . (1.6)
We can then infer the density of operators at high ∆
log ρ =
2
1
d+1A
1
d+1 (d+ 1)pi
1
2
d
d
d+1Γ
(
d
2
+ 1
2
) 1
d+1
∆
d
d+1 + · · · .
(The density should be interpreted in a Tauberian sense [37–39].) This is how standard
CFTs, satisfying the assumptions above (i.e. a thermal gap and a unique vacuum at
nonzero temperature) behave.
In the event that there is a gap but the Z2 symmetry is broken, there is a mild but
important violation of (1.5). The expansion (1.5) still holds in each of the two vacua but
the action (1.5) is missing a non-local piece due to the fact that there are two vacua. It is
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nonlocal in the sense that it cannot be described by a local functional of the metric.
Hence to leading order we have now
log ρ(∆) =
2
1
d+1A
1
d+1 (d+ 1)pi
1
2
d
d
d+1Γ
(
d
2
+ 1
2
) 1
d+1
∆
d
d+1 + · · ·+ log 2 + · · · . (1.7)
Say for d = 3, the additive contribution to the density of states log 2 cannot be obtained
from any local term in the action (1.5).6
The log 2 contribution suggests a mechanism for why the infinite volume limit fails
to preserve 〈O〉βth = 0. The factor of log 2 suggests that the spectrum of high dimension
operators comes in two sectors, each of which furnishes what would seem like a local
theory in the thermodynamic limit. Each of these sectors consists of operators which are
not Z2 eigenstates. In the event that the symmetry that is spontaneously broken at finite
temperature is a continuous symmetry, log 2 is replaced by a constant times logR/βth.
Therefore, as we take the infinite volume limit we will find again that the space of states
breaks up into sectors. But unlike in the standard, familiar, situation where this happens
for the low lying states, here these are the states with fixed energy density that break
up into such distinct sectors (while the low lying states do not!). It would be nice to
understand better this situation.
The general framework for CFTs at finite temperature has been recently studied in [40–
42]. Ultimately, symmetry breaking at finite temperature in CFTs should be understood
in this language.
Quantum critical points with such unfamiliar behavior at finite temperature would lead
to rather unfamiliar phase diagrams. Symmetry breaking in the CFT at finite temperature
implies that, had we started in the ordered zero-temperature phase, the order could persist
for any temperature. This is the opposite situation than what is encountered in most of
the quantum critical points. Schematically, if we had just one relevant operator, one could
find a phase diagram such as in figure 1. By contrast, in the more familiar situations, the
finite temperature phase transition line bends in the other direction.
6For even d a constant piece can be obtained from a local term in (1.5). But the factor of log 2 we are
talking about has a truly non-local origin due to the two vacua and it would exist even on a torus where no
term in (1.5) would give such a contribution. Another important thing to realize is that in even d there could
be a dimensionless gravitational counter-term in these two vacua. The number of such counter-terms depends
on the number of space-time dimensions. In the particular case of d = 3 there are no such counter-terms and
hence the log 2 contribution on S3 × S1 is scheme independent.
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Figure 1: A possible phase diagram in a theory where the critical point breaks a symmetry
at finite temperature. In familiar systems, the black line always turns the other way.
1.7. The Outline
The outline of this paper is as follows. In section 2 we discuss some general facts about
thermal field theory. We emphasize the infrared problem, review some familiar examples,
and also present the construction of intermediate-temperature symmetry breaking. We
also make some general remarks about weakly coupled conformal gauge theories in 3+1
dimensions. In section 3 we discuss our results about vector models. We prove a general
theorem about single Casimir models, discuss the small epsilon and large rank limit of
the bi-conical models and construct controlled examples of symmetry breaking in CFTs.
We then discuss a possible candidate for finite temperature symmetry breaking in d = 2.
Finally, some properties of the large rank limit are also discussed in the appendix.
2. Aspects of Thermal Field Theory
2.1. The φ4 Model
To introduce some of the ideas that will be crucial below, it is useful to start with the
φ4 model. Let us take the potential to be
V =
1
2
m2φ2 +
1
4!
λφ4 . (2.1)
We will first consider this model in 3 + 1 dimensions and then discuss what happens in
other space-time dimensions. Of course, the model (2.1) is not a UV complete QFT. But
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that would not be important for us yet, as we will only try to understand its behavior at
intermediate temperatures, much below the Landau pole scale. We first set m2 = 0. Then
the model at zero temperature is at a 2nd order phase transition described at very long
distance by a free field theory. But due to the coupling λ 1 (which is irrelevant from the
point of view of the infrafred), at finite temperature one obtains an effective mass. The
best way to think about this effective mass is to rotate to Euclidean signature, compactify
the model on a circle of radius βth
2pi
and study the physics at distances x  βth in the
remaining R3. The physics at long distances on R3 is guaranteed to be a local QFT in
3 (Euclidean) dimensions. Expanding in modes on the circle we find fields φn labeled by
integer n such that φn = φ
∗
−n. The Lagrangian in R3 takes the form (after canonically
normalizing the fields)
L =
∫
d3x
[
1
2
(∂φ0)
2 +
λβ−1th
4!
φ40 +
∞∑
n=1
∂φnδφn +
∞∑
n=1
4pi2n2
β2th
|φn|2 + λβ
−1
th
2
φ20
∞∑
n=1
|φn|2
]
. (2.2)
(We have not included the self-interactions of the KK modes for reasons that will soon
become clear.) The modes φn with n ≥ 1 are massive with mass mn = 2pin/βth. However
the mode φ0 is massless and one should worry about it. Unlike the φ
4 interaction which
is infrared free in four space-time dimensions, the φ4 interaction in three space-time di-
mensions leads to strong coupling below the energy scale λβ−1th and hence unless the mode
φ0 decouples beforehand we will run into strong coupling. The strong coupling dynamics
of such zero modes is a source of infrared problems in thermal field theory. Of course,
there are no actual infrared problems; it is up to us whether we can or cannot solve the
dynamics of the zero mode.
Due to the last term in (2.2) one may be saved from strong coupling physics since
the radiative corrections from the massive particles running in the loop may induce a
sufficiently large mass for φ0. The induced mass to leading order in λ is [43,44]
m2th = λβ
−1
th
∑
n
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
1
k2 + (2pin)
2
β2th
= −λ
2
β−2th
∑
n>0
n =
λ
24
β−2th . (2.3)
The integrals in (2.3) are clearly divergent but we have nevertheless evaluated them using
dimensional regularization. This requires some clarification. If this was purely a 3d QFT,
then the mass would have been incalculable as one could add a counter-term. But since we
are studying a four dimensional theory on a circle, the counter-terms must descend from
local functionals in four dimensions. Four dimensional counter-terms can never lead to a
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dependence such as β−2th on the circle radius. So to make the discussion (2.3) completely
rigorous we could have taken a βth derivative of the integrals, rendering them convergent.
The induced thermal mass squared is positive and it is of the order of λβ−2th . If the
thermal mass is above the strong coupling scale then we are saved from strong coupling
dynamics and the analysis is self-consistent. Indeed, the strong coupling scale is λβ−1th ,
which should be compared to the thermal mass, λ1/2β−1th . Therefore, as long as as λ  1
we see that the thermal mass is far above the strong coupling scale and our results are self
consistent. In this regime the mode φ0 is weakly coupled and higher-order contributions
to the thermal mass are negligible. If we started at zero temperature in the ferromagnetic
phase with m2 < 0, our analysis shows that at temperatures of order m/
√
λ the Z2 symme-
try would be restored. Of course, our model is not ultraviolet complete so we cannot quite
discuss extremely large temperatures. But the restoration of the symmetry at temperatures
higher than m/
√
λ takes place in an entirely controlled fashion. The Landau pole scale is
indeed exponentially far away.7
The restoration of the symmetry (i.e. the exit from the ferromagnetic phase) here takes
place due to the fact that the thermal mass (2.3) is positive. This drives the system at
high temperatures to the unbroken (paramagnetic) phase. If the sign of the thermal mass
was reversed the physics would have been completely different. The question of symmetry
restoration at high temperatures is thus intimately related to the sign of the thermal mass
squared for the order parameter.
The fact that we can avoid the strong coupling dynamics in the infrared is not to be
taken for granted. For instance, if we consider the model (2.1) in 2+1 dimensions, most of
the formulae go through except that now the thermal mass squared is m2th ∼ λβ−1th (compare
with (2.3)) and the strong coupling scale squared is likewise at λβ−1th and hence (apart from
possible logarithmic effects) there is no parametric separation between the thermal mass
and the strong coupling scale.
2.2. More General Scalar Models in 3+1 Dimensions
There is no general principle that says that the one loop thermal mass squared should
be positive. In this subsection we review a construction by Weinberg [43] for a model
of scalar fields in four dimensions with quartic interactions and a negative thermal mass
squared.
7Note that near the restoration temperature, the thermal mass essentially cancels against the zero tem-
perature mass, which means that the model is strongly coupled in that region. But we can study the model
reliably away from that region.
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The degrees of freedom consist of two scalar fields φ1, φ2 transforming under an O(N)×
O(N) symmetry in the representations (N, 1) and (1, N), respectively. The most general
quartic interactions preserving the global symmetry are given by
V = λ11(φ
2
1)
2 + 2λ12(φ
2
1)(φ
2
2) + λ22(φ
2
2)
2 . (2.4)
To avoid a runaway we need to impose that λ11, λ22 ≥ 0 and if λ12 < 0 we also need to
impose λ212 ≤ λ11λ22. There is classically a flat direction if the latter inequality is saturated.
The one-loop thermal mass for φ1 and φ2 is evaluated very similarly to our previous
example
m2th;1 =
1
3
((N + 2)λ11 +Nλ12) β
−2 ,
m2th;2 =
1
3
((N + 2)λ22 +Nλ12) β
−2 .
(2.5)
We see that the presence of O(N)×O(N) symmetry group allows a regime in parameter
space where the thermal corrections destabilize the origin of field space. For instance, take
negative λ12 such that |λ12|  λ11 but λ22  |λ12| and also λ22  λ212/λ11. This can be
achieved while having λ11, λ22, |λ12|  1, i.e. we are entirely in the perturbative regime
with a stable vacuum.
Therefore if the original theory at zero temperature were in the symmetric (disordered)
phase with m21,m
2
2 ≥ 0, there would be a finite domain in theory space (parameterized by
(λ11, λ12, λ22)) where the system develops spontaneous symmetry breaking at high enough
temperatures. The system is therefore in a broken phase at high temperatures but in
a symmetric phase at low temperature. This is perplexing and goes against one’s usual
intuition about entropy effects at high temperature. One may find consolation in that the
model (2.4) is not ultraviolet complete; at really high temperatures the couplings λ grow
strong and the description breaks down.
This O(N)×O(N) model of symmetry non-restoration led to many interesting ideas in
the physics of early universe by recasting various important problems (such as CP violation
and domain-wall formations) in the light of possible symmetry non-restoration in the Stan-
dard Model [45–50]. This O(N)×O(N) model was scrutinzed in various other approaches,
the majority of which supported the existence of symmetry breaking at high tempera-
tures [51–57] albeit with some lingering debate [58–61]. The phenomenon of symmetry
breaking at finite temperatures with a symmetric zero temperature phase is also found in
nature: the Rochelle’s salt [62] which is a sodium potassium tartrate (KNaC4H4O6·4H2O)
has three crystal phases. The two transition temperatures are at -18°C and 24°C where
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the intermediate phase develops an orthorhombic crystal while the other two phases are
monoclinic. As the orth orhombic phase is more ordered than the monoclinic crystal, the
phase transition at -18°C can be regarded as a phenomenon of symmetry non-restoration.
(The salt finally restores all the spontaneously broken crystal symmetries once it becomes a
liquid at 55°C.) Since our QFT model (2.4) is not ultraviolet complete, one should regard
this construction as some intermediate symmetry non-restoration, while the fate of the
system at asymptotically high temperatures remains unknown (or rather, not well defined
within the QFT).
The behavior of the model (2.4) is perplexing but we consoled ourselves in that it does
not imply symmetry non-restoration at asymptotically high temperatures. Surprisingly,
later in this paper we construct theories that are well defined at arbitrarily short distance
scales and they exhibit symmetry breaking at arbitrarily high temperature. (Though, as
emphasized in the introduction, all the models where we can establish symmetry non-
restoration rigorously, live in non-integer dimensions.)
In the following subsection we discuss some basics of theories which include gauge
fields. We discuss the infrared “problem” and quote the results we have found for the
simplest weakly coupled conformal gauge theories.
2.3. Thermal Field Theory with Gauge Fields
In this subsection we make some remarks about the thermal properties of 3+1 dimen-
sional gauge theories. This section can be skipped if one is only interested in the main
results of this paper, which are in the next section about vector models. Essentially the
content of this subsection is that we will cover some of the simplest weakly coupled confor-
mal gauge theories and argue that they do not provide examples of conformal field theories
that break an ordinary global symmetry at finite temperature.
Let us start from the free U(1) gauge field in 3+1 dimensions at finite temperature.
Reducing on a circle, Aµ breaks up into A0 which is a compact scalar in 3 dimensions
and a massless 3-dimensional gauge field Ai. The latter is also equivalent to a compact
scalar through Poincare´’s duality F = dϕ. So we have two massless compact scalars in 3
dimensions at any value of the temperature. While these look like superfluid modes, they
do not correspond to ordinary symmetry breaking, rather they are related to the electric
and magnetic one-form symmetries of the original massless gauge theory in 3+1 dimensions.
If we were to add some dynamical electric particles, then the compact scalar A0 would
obtain a mass while ϕ would remain massless. This is the familiar fact that in QED the
electric fields are screened in the thermal plasma while the magnetic fields are not.
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The situation becomes conceptually more complicated in non-Abelian gauge theories
with (or without) matter [63]. While the treatment of A0 (which becomes an adjoint scalar
field) is quite similar – it obtains a mass of order
mel ∼ gYMβ−1th . (2.6)
(where gYM is the four-dimensional gauge coupling) the Ai components furnish a non-
Abelian gauge theory in 3 dimensions. Such gauge theories are never infrared free, regard-
less of how much matter is put in, since the effective three-dimensional gauge coupling
is
g23d ∼ g2YMβ−1th . (2.7)
which is always a relevant perturbation in the UV since it has mass dimension 1. For in-
stance, this three-dimensional sector may confine and develop a mass gap at the scale (2.7).
This is reminiscent of the discussion in the φ4 model, where the three-dimensional
theory which is obtained at distances much larger than the circle size could be strongly
coupled even if the original model is infrared free. However here the problem is a little more
complicated. While in the φ4 model the thermal fluctuations essentially drove the zero mode
away from strong coupling (and the whole theory was weakly coupled at sufficiently high
temperatures8), here this will not be the case. There will be a left-over strongly interacting
sector which we will have to treat carefully. A related point is the hierarchy between the
scales (2.6) and (2.7). More generally, there are three important scales in the problem,
O(β−1th ), O(gYMβ
−1
th ), O(g
2
YMβ
−1
th ) which are called ‘hard’, ‘soft’ and ‘ultrasoft’, respectively.
The hard scale corresponds to the energy scale of the non-zero Matsubara modes, while
the soft and ultrasoft scales correspond to the energy scales of the Matsubara zero mode
of the ordinary matter fields (including A0) and the transverse gluon field, respectively.
Symmetry breaking could take place from effects of order gYMβ
−1
th , namely from the soft
scale, and then strong coupling dynamics at the ultra-soft scale would be negligible.
Now let us provide a more concrete discussion that applies to large N weakly coupled
conformal gauge theories in 3+1 dimensions. These weakly coupled conformal field theories
are made up of non-abelian gauge fields and some matter fields. Various coupling constants
are tuned to a fixed point. Those couplings can be made arbitrarily small by adjusting the
matter content carefully.
The study of these weakly-coupled fixed points has been an important source of insights
8This improved perturbation theory where the thermal fluctuations are included is identical to the resum-
mation of the so-called ‘daisy diagram’ at each order of the perturbation theory as described in [44].
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into quantum field theory. The simplest model in this class consists of SU(Nc) gauge fields
minimally coupled to Nf Dirac fermions in the fundamental representations. The presence
of the non-trivial fixed point was suggested by Caswell [64] and Banks and Zaks [65]. The
two-loop beta function for the gauge coupling constant is as follows (α ≡ g2/(4pi)2)
β(α)2−loopQCD = b0α
2 + b1α
3 +O(α4)
b0 = −11
3
C2(G) +
2
3
T (R), b1 = −34
3
C22(G) +
20
3
C2(G)T (R) + 4C2(R)T (R) .
(2.8)
We used the quadratic Casimir C2(G) = Nc, C2(R) = (N
2
c − 1)/2Nc and Dynkin index
T (R) =
NfNc
2
. The positivity of b0 when the number of flavors satisfies Nf ≤ 112 Nc indicates
asymptotic freedom and the possibility of a UV completion by the free fixed point g = 0. An
important observation is that b1 is positive as long as 34N
3
c /(13N
2
c −3) < Nf < 11Nc/2 and
hence one could naively expect a non-trivial unitary fixed point with coupling α = b0/b1.
Such a conclusion is not necessarily correct since the truncation (2.8) is not a priori justified.
Banks and Zaks discovered that a systematic expansion is possible when one takes a limit
of large Nc and Nf with appropriately chosen ratio xf = Nf/Nc. Even though Nf and
Nc are integers, in the limit of large Nc and Nf , xf can be adjusted to achieve the limit
xf =
11
2
−  with arbitrarily small . This makes the coupling constant at the fixed point
α = b0/b1 ∼ O(/Nc) arbitrarily small. This should be thought of as the planar expansion
with small ‘t Hooft coupling λ = N2c g  1. (More precisely, this is the Veneziano limit [66]
since we have fixed xf = Nf/Nc.)
The construction of similar weakly-coupled fixed points with scalar fields is richer due
to the additional classically marginal interactions: scalar quartic couplings and Yukawa
couplings. The simplest model is given by SU(N) gauge theory with Nf Dirac fermions ψ
and Ns scalars φ in the fundamental representation. There are two types of scalar quartic
interactions which preserve the U(Ns) global symmetry acting on the scalars: a single-trace
interaction hNT˜r(φ†φφ†φ) and a double-trace interaction fTr(φ†φ)Tr(φ†φ). (Here we think
of the scalars as N ×Ns matrices and φ† denotes the ordinary Hermitian conjugation.)
Let us make some general comments on the ’t Hooft/Veneziano limit. If we have an
action which is given by S ∼ NTr(·), i.e. a single trace action proportional to N , then the
connected correlation function of n single trace operators scales like N2−n. The connected
correlation function of m double trace operators and n single trace operators scales like
N2−n for any m. Therefore, if we like to add single trace deformations and double trace
deformations to the action while preserving a smooth large N limit we need to add the
single trace operators with coefficients that scale like N and the double trace operators with
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coefficients that scale like O(1). This is why the couplings must scale like hNT˜r(φ†φφ†φ)
and fTr(φ†φ)Tr(φ†φ).
Imagine we start from a large N CFT and there are such single trace and double trace
marginal deformations. In conformal field theory (or in conformal perturbation theory) one
has to be more careful with counting the factors of N since one-point functions vanish.
As a result, correlation functions of two double trace operators scale like N0, correlation
functions of one double trace operator and 2 single trace operators scale like N−2 (since the
single trace operators are assumed to be marginal, the correlation function cannot factorize
in any channel), correlation functions of two double trace operators and one single trace
operator scale like N−1, and finally, correlation functions of three double trace operators
scale like N0.
Denoting collectively the single trace couplings by hN and the double trace couplings
by f (such that h, f are fixed in the large N limit), the beta functions can now be extracted
from the three-point functions of these operators as usual in conformal perturbation theory.
To leading order in h, f the beta functions take the general form to leading order in N
β(h) = Ah2 , β(f) = Bf 2 + Chf +Dh2 . (2.9)
The coefficients A,B,C,D are O(1) in the large N limit and should be computed on a
case-by-case basis. In short, the double trace operators do not backreact on the single trace
couplings but the single trace couplings do affect the double trace couplings.
The structure (2.9) is very general. Let us now go back to the model with Ns fun-
damental scalars and Nf fundamental fermions, which has a smooth ‘t Hooft limit if we
keep h, f (as well as g2Nc) fixed in the large Nc limit. The existence of a nontrivial weakly
coupled fixed point depends now on xf = Nf/Nc (from which we can also infer xs ≡ Ns/Nc
since the total beta function at one loop has to be nearly vanishing). Interestingly, one
finds an upper bound xs < 0.84 [67], which if violated, no controlled weakly coupled fixed
point exists! In particular, the model with only scalars and non-Abelian gauge fields (i.e.
xf = 0) does not have a controlled weakly coupled fixed point (we will soon discuss some
possible consequences of that).
Let us now fix some 0 ≤ xs < 0.84 and study the properties of the conformal gauge
theory at finite temperature. After reducing on a circle one need not worry about the
fermions since they all obtain a mass of order β−1th as they have no zero modes on the
circle. Below this scale we have a three-dimensional SU(Nc) gauge theory with an adjoint
scalar (the holonomy) and Ns fundamental scalars with some quartic interactions. Both
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the adjoint scalar and the fundamental scalars obtain mass of order gYMβ
−1
th . Because
0 ≤ xs < 0.84 it does not even matter whether the thermal mass squared of the fundamental
scalars is positive or negative. Either way, there is no spontaneous symmetry breaking (due
to “color-flavor locking”). Amusingly, for other gauge groups there are similar bounds on
xs which prevent the existence of a symmetry breaking phase due to the condensation of
scalar fields. See also [68] for a lattice gauge theory point of view.
At the risk of deviating from the main theme of this paper, let us close this subsection
with a brief discussion of the bound 0 ≤ xs < 0.84 on the existence of weakly coupled
Banks-Zaks fixed points. It is useful to consider first the case of Nf = 0, i.e. the purely
bosonic theory. Near xs = 22 the one-loop beta function vanishes but as we remarked
above there is no weakly coupled fixed point. For xs > 22 the theory is infrared free,
but that does not mean that it flows in the infrared to the free fixed point. Indeed, as
in the Coleman-Weinberg mechanism [69], there could be a first-order transition instead.
The absence of a weakly coupled fixed point for xs ≤ 22 suggests that the same first order
transition persists. The transition is between a trivial phase for m2s > 0 and a phase
with NGBs for m2s < 0. Since the NGBs live on the group manifold
U(Ns)
U(Ns−Nc)×SU(Nc) , for
xs < 1 there is no first-order transition anymore. In summary, in the model with Nf = 0
it seems natural to conjecture no zero temperature phase transition for xs < 1 and a
zero-temperature first order phase transition for xs ≥ 1. This is in line with the general
expectations for small xs laid out in [70,71] and see also [72] for some recent observations
on the subject for larger values of xs. For related observations about the nature of the
phase diagram of the scalar model see [73].
We earnestly hope that the question of symmetry breaking in finite temperature con-
formal gauge theories will be clarified in the future.
3. Vector Models
We consider models with N real scalar fields φi, i = 1, ..., N and potential
V =
1
4!
λBijklφiφjφkφl . (3.1)
in 4−  space-time dimensions where the superscript ‘B’ denotes bare coupling. This class
of models always admits a Z2 symmetry that flips the signs of all the fields φ→ −φ. These
models are interacting systems for finite positive . There are two limits in which we can
carry out a perturbative study. One is when   1 and the other is when the number
of fields N is very large (in the latter case we should typically impose some additional
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symmetries). These two limits also have an overlapping regime where both  is small and
the rank is large. We will study both limits, allowing us to establish a rather coherent
picture for the thermal properties of such models. We will start from the limit where
 1 is the smallest parameter in the problem.
3.1. Thermal Physics in the  Expansion
We are interested in fixed points in the  expansion [74]. Since in this subsection
we take  to be the smallest parameter in the problem we will content ourselves with a
one-loop analysis of the fixed points: The leading order beta function for the renormalized
quartic coupling λijkl is
β(λijkl) = −λijkl + 1
16pi2
(λijmnλmnkl + 2 permutations) . (3.2)
It is convenient to rescale out the factors of  and 1
16pi2
by defining λ˜ = λ
16pi2
in terms of
which the fixed point equations become
λ˜ijkl = λ˜ijmnλ˜mnkl + 2 permutations . (3.3)
These are rather complicated equations and the solutions are not classified. However, there
are many known families of solutions and we will mention some of them below. The
equations can be further simplified by imposing that the model (3.1) obeys a symmetry.
An important observation is that as long as the fixed point equations (3.3) are satisfied
the potential is bounded from below [33]. This follows from the fixed point equation
since λ˜ijklφiφjφkφl ∼ Tr(λ˜ijmnφiφj)2, where the square means the square of a matrix with
the indices mn. The matrix λ˜ijmnφiφj could have zero eigenvalues, so there could be
flat directions, as we will see. But the potential is certainly bounded from below by
V = 0. Many of the solutions to (3.3) correspond to fixed points which are theoretically
and experimentally interesting. (An extrapolation is required to make contact with = 1
which is the case we are ultimately interested in.)
We next turn to the study of the thermal properties of these fixed points. The thermal
mass is of order  and the corrections to the quartic potential due to thermal effects are
of order 2. The zero temperature quartic potential is of order  and hence we need not
consider the thermal effects for the quartic interactions unless there are flat directions at
zero temperature.
Therefore we focus our attention on the thermal mass. To compute it, we follow the
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same procedure of integrating out the non-zero Matsubara modes as in (2.3). We find that
to leading order in  the thermal mass squared matrix is given by
M2ij =
β−2th
24
λijkk =
2
3
pi2β−2th λ˜ijkk . (3.4)
We can use the fixed point equation (3.3) to write the thermal mass (up to a proportionality
factor) as
M2ij ∼ λ˜ijmnλ˜mnkk + 2λ˜ikmnλ˜mnjk . (3.5)
The last term is obviously positive definite. The first term is not necessarily positive
definite. We should therefore embark on a search of CFTs which break some of their
symmetries at finite temperature. This may not sound very promising. The Wilson-Fisher
fixed points correspond (upon extrapolating to  = 1) to critical points of various quantum
magnets and it would be quite surprising to find that some of these magnets do not loose
their magnetism upon heating them up. Nevertheless, we will indeed find fixed points
which break their symmetries at arbitrary finite temperature.
We start with the first class of models, where the scalar potential (3.1) is invariant
under some symmetry group G ≤ O(N), such that G has only a single quadratic invari-
ant. In other words, the only possible quadratic invariant is
∑
i φiφi, or, equivalently, the
thermal mass must be proportional to δij. (This is equivalent to requiring that the O(N)
fundamental representation is irreducible under the symmetry group G of the fixed point.)
For such models, there must be a constant z such that λijkk = zδij and hence from (3.5)
we have
zδij = z
2δij + 2λ˜ikmnλ˜jmnk .
Now, there must be some constant C > 0 such that λ˜ikmnλ˜jmnk = Cδij, as follows from
the assumption of a single quadratic invariant. Its positivity follows from the positivity of
λ˜ikmnλ˜jmnk. Therefore we have
zδij = z
2δij + 2Cδij .
This implies that z > 0. Therefore, the thermal mass matrix is positive definite and there
is no symmetry breaking at finite temperature.
The class of models with a single quadratic invariant covers several families: the O(N)
models, the cubic, tetrahedral, bi-fundamental, MN, tetragonal, the Michel fixed points etc.
These classes include some of the most familiar quantum magnets upon extrapolating to
three space-time dimensions. One can view these arguments as a retroactive explanation
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for why some of the simplest critical points are disordered at finite temperature.
One interesting class of models not covered by the above analysis are the biconical
models which have O(m) × O(N − m) symmetry. These models have two quadratic in-
variants. We now turn to a detailed analysis of these fixed point. We have three quartic
invariants, (φ21)
2, (φ22)
2, φ21φ
2
2 where φ1 is a vector of length m and φ2 is a vector of length
N − m. We have therefore correspondingly 3 coefficients that need to be fixed to their
fixed point values, α′, β′, γ′
V =
α′
8
(φ21)
2 +
β′
8
(φ22)
2 +
γ′
4
φ21φ
2
2 .
The φ1 indices are labelled with uppercase letters and the φ2 indices are labeled with
lowercase letters. We have therefore
λABCD = α
′ [δABδCD + δACδBD + δADδBC ] ,
λabcd = β
′ [δabδcd + δacδbd + δadδbc] ,
λABcd = γ
′δABδcd .
and λAcBd, λAcdB etc. are fixed by the total symmetry of the tensor.
We are now ready to write the one loop equations for α, β, γ (which differ from α′, β′, γ′
by 16pi2, as above)
α = α2(m+ 8) + γ2(N −m) , (3.6)
β = β2(N −m+ 8) +mγ2 , (3.7)
γ = αγ(m+ 2) + βγ(N −m+ 2) + 4γ2 . (3.8)
Since we are only interested in fixed points with γ 6= 0 (otherwise the theory reduces to
two copies of a theory for which we proved a no-go theorem above) the last equation can
be simplified to
1 = α(m+ 2) + β(N −m+ 2) + 4γ . (3.9)
A quick consistency check of the above equations is that α = β = γ = 1
N+8
is the O(N)
fixed point. We will not be interested in this solution since the no-go theorem applies to
it.
Now there are two quadratic invariants and the thermal mass matrix is proportional
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to
M2 ∼
(
α(m+ 2)δAB + γ(N −m)δAB 0
0 β(N −m+ 2)δab + γmδab
)
.
Unfortunately we are not able to solve analytically the equations (3.6),(3.7),(3.9). But
we will attack them instead in several steps which will be sufficient to demonstrate the
main point. First we consider the simplified case of equal rank, 2m = N . It follows by
subtracting the equations (3.6) and (3.7) that α = β and9
α = α2(m+ 8) +mγ2 ,
1 = 2α(m+ 2) + 4γ .
There are two solutions. One solution is α = γ = 1
2(m+4)
which has enhanced O(N)
symmetry and therefore we discard it. The more interesting solution is
α =
m
2(m2 + 8)
, (3.10)
γ =
4−m
2(m2 + 8)
. (3.11)
This solution exists for all positive m, and it always has α > 0. For m > 4 we have a
negative γ but the potential is still increasing in all directions because γ2 < α2. Finally,
the thermal masses squared are both proportional to α(m + 2) + γm. It is easy to verify
that the thermal masses are positive (for any positive m). In conclusion, the equal rank
bi-conical critical model has no symmetry breaking at finite temperature.
9Let us prove that α = β is necessary. We subtract the beta functions for α and β and we find (assuming
that α and β are different)
1 = (α+ β)(m+ 8)
and hence α+ β = 1m+8 . Plugging this into the beta function for γ we find
3
2(m+ 8)
= γ
now we plug γ into the equation for α and find
0 = −α+ α2(m+ 8) + 9m
4(m+ 8)2
The discriminant is
∆ = 1− 9m
m+ 8
and this is negative for all m > 1. Hence the only allowed fixed points have α = β.
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This bi-conical critical model can be contrasted with Weinberg’s equal rank model that
we have discussed in the previous section. We see that once we study the critical version
of it slightly below 3 space dimensions, it no longer leads to symmetry breaking at finite
temperature.
We now turn our attention to non-equal rank models. We cannot solve the equations
analytically so instead we will resort to an approximate solution which will be however
sufficient to establish the main conclusion. We will be staying in the regime where  is the
smallest parameter but we will now take large N . This will turn out to be a useful way
to simplify the equations and attack the non-equal rank bi-conical models. In addition,
this study will allow to make later on comparisons with the large N results (those large N
results are valid also at finite ).
To warm up, let us go back to the equal rank case and consider the large N limit. We
consider the large N expansion of the solutions (3.10) and (3.11). We find that (dropping
terms of order 1/N2)
α =
1
N
, γ =
−1
N
. (3.12)
In particular to this order in the 1/N expansion the zero temperature theory has a flat
direction as the potential can be written as V ∼ (φ21 − φ22)2 (hence there is a flat direction
for φ21 = φ
2
2). At the origin of the flat direction there is a CFT and elsewhere the low-energy
theory consists of a dilaton and Nambu-Goldstone bosons. We know that when the finite
rank corrections are taken into account, the flat direction disappears and the origin is the
only true minimum. We can also ask what happens to this flat direction in the large rank
limit but at finite temperature. Recall the thermal masses, which in the leading large rank
limit take the form
m2thermal ∼ (α + γ)N/2 . (3.13)
We see that for the fixed point (3.12) the thermal mass cancels out to this order in the
1/N expansion. This strongly suggests that the flat direction remains at finite temperature,
which is indeed true to this order in the expansion. In fact, in addition to this flat direction
in field space, there is also a flat direction in coupling constant space (i.e. an exactly
marginal operator) to this order in the 1/N expansion.
To see this, observe that the couplings α, β, γ all scale like 1/N . To study systemati-
cally the large rank limit (keeping in mind that the smallest parameter is still ) we rescale
the couplings accordingly. We find the set of fixed point equations for general rank (with
α˜ = Nα, β˜ = Nβ, γ˜ = Nγ) and to leading order in 1/N :
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 
<latexit sha1_base64="8MzdY9xWePsViGumrVRX3IPm9UE=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur 1q/qh69BIvgqSQi6LHoxWMFWwttKJvtpF262YTdiVBCf4MXD4p49Qd589+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXplIY8rxvp7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD4/aJsk0xxZPZKI7ITMohcIWCZLYSTWyOJT4GI5vZ/ 7jE2ojEvVAkxSDmA2ViARnZKVWL0Ri/WrNq3tzuKvEL0gNCjT71a/eIOFZjIq4ZMZ0fS+lIGeaBJc4rfQygynjYzbErqWKxWiCfH7s1D2zysCNEm1LkTtXf0/kLDZmEoe2M2Y0MsveTPzP62YU XQe5UGlGqPhiUZRJlxJ39rk7EBo5yYkljGthb3X5iGnGyeZTsSH4yy+vkvZF3ffq/v1lrXFTxFGGEziFc/DhChpwB01oAQcBz/AKb45yXpx352PRWnKKmWP4A+fzB8PWjqQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8MzdY9xWePsViGumrVRX3IPm9UE=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur 1q/qh69BIvgqSQi6LHoxWMFWwttKJvtpF262YTdiVBCf4MXD4p49Qd589+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXplIY8rxvp7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD4/aJsk0xxZPZKI7ITMohcIWCZLYSTWyOJT4GI5vZ/ 7jE2ojEvVAkxSDmA2ViARnZKVWL0Ri/WrNq3tzuKvEL0gNCjT71a/eIOFZjIq4ZMZ0fS+lIGeaBJc4rfQygynjYzbErqWKxWiCfH7s1D2zysCNEm1LkTtXf0/kLDZmEoe2M2Y0MsveTPzP62YU XQe5UGlGqPhiUZRJlxJ39rk7EBo5yYkljGthb3X5iGnGyeZTsSH4yy+vkvZF3ffq/v1lrXFTxFGGEziFc/DhChpwB01oAQcBz/AKb45yXpx352PRWnKKmWP4A+fzB8PWjqQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8MzdY9xWePsViGumrVRX3IPm9UE=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur 1q/qh69BIvgqSQi6LHoxWMFWwttKJvtpF262YTdiVBCf4MXD4p49Qd589+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXplIY8rxvp7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD4/aJsk0xxZPZKI7ITMohcIWCZLYSTWyOJT4GI5vZ/ 7jE2ojEvVAkxSDmA2ViARnZKVWL0Ri/WrNq3tzuKvEL0gNCjT71a/eIOFZjIq4ZMZ0fS+lIGeaBJc4rfQygynjYzbErqWKxWiCfH7s1D2zysCNEm1LkTtXf0/kLDZmEoe2M2Y0MsveTPzP62YU XQe5UGlGqPhiUZRJlxJ39rk7EBo5yYkljGthb3X5iGnGyeZTsSH4yy+vkvZF3ffq/v1lrXFTxFGGEziFc/DhChpwB01oAQcBz/AKb45yXpx352PRWnKKmWP4A+fzB8PWjqQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8MzdY9xWePsViGumrVRX3IPm9UE=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur 1q/qh69BIvgqSQi6LHoxWMFWwttKJvtpF262YTdiVBCf4MXD4p49Qd589+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXplIY8rxvp7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD4/aJsk0xxZPZKI7ITMohcIWCZLYSTWyOJT4GI5vZ/ 7jE2ojEvVAkxSDmA2ViARnZKVWL0Ri/WrNq3tzuKvEL0gNCjT71a/eIOFZjIq4ZMZ0fS+lIGeaBJc4rfQygynjYzbErqWKxWiCfH7s1D2zysCNEm1LkTtXf0/kLDZmEoe2M2Y0MsveTPzP62YU XQe5UGlGqPhiUZRJlxJ39rk7EBo5yYkljGthb3X5iGnGyeZTsSH4yy+vkvZF3ffq/v1lrXFTxFGGEziFc/DhChpwB01oAQcBz/AKb45yXpx352PRWnKKmWP4A+fzB8PWjqQ=</latexit>
 
<latexit sha1_base64="LTGM2VFoxCLeC7zT8IXFho1T/rc=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNr xhfUY9eFoPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSJfROZpMx81hmZoUQ8g9ePCji1f/x5t84SfagiQUNRVU33V1xypmxQfDtFdbWNza3itulnd29/YPy4VHTqEwT2iCKK92O0VDOJG1YZjltp5qiiDltxaPbmd 96otowJR/sOKWRwIFkCSNondTsDlAI7JUrQTWYw18lYU4qkKPeK391+4pkgkpLOBrTCYPURhPUlhFOp6VuZmiKZIQD2nFUoqAmmsyvnfpnTun7idKupPXn6u+JCQpjxiJ2nQLt0Cx7M/E/r5PZ 5DqaMJlmlkqyWJRk3LfKn73u95mmxPKxI0g0c7f6ZIgaiXUBlVwI4fLLq6R5UQ2Danh/Wand5HEU4QRO4RxCuIIa3EEdGkDgEZ7hFd485b14797HorXg5TPH8Afe5w+G648V</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LTGM2VFoxCLeC7zT8IXFho1T/rc=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNr xhfUY9eFoPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSJfROZpMx81hmZoUQ8g9ePCji1f/x5t84SfagiQUNRVU33V1xypmxQfDtFdbWNza3itulnd29/YPy4VHTqEwT2iCKK92O0VDOJG1YZjltp5qiiDltxaPbmd 96otowJR/sOKWRwIFkCSNondTsDlAI7JUrQTWYw18lYU4qkKPeK391+4pkgkpLOBrTCYPURhPUlhFOp6VuZmiKZIQD2nFUoqAmmsyvnfpnTun7idKupPXn6u+JCQpjxiJ2nQLt0Cx7M/E/r5PZ 5DqaMJlmlkqyWJRk3LfKn73u95mmxPKxI0g0c7f6ZIgaiXUBlVwI4fLLq6R5UQ2Danh/Wand5HEU4QRO4RxCuIIa3EEdGkDgEZ7hFd485b14797HorXg5TPH8Afe5w+G648V</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LTGM2VFoxCLeC7zT8IXFho1T/rc=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNr xhfUY9eFoPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSJfROZpMx81hmZoUQ8g9ePCji1f/x5t84SfagiQUNRVU33V1xypmxQfDtFdbWNza3itulnd29/YPy4VHTqEwT2iCKK92O0VDOJG1YZjltp5qiiDltxaPbmd 96otowJR/sOKWRwIFkCSNondTsDlAI7JUrQTWYw18lYU4qkKPeK391+4pkgkpLOBrTCYPURhPUlhFOp6VuZmiKZIQD2nFUoqAmmsyvnfpnTun7idKupPXn6u+JCQpjxiJ2nQLt0Cx7M/E/r5PZ 5DqaMJlmlkqyWJRk3LfKn73u95mmxPKxI0g0c7f6ZIgaiXUBlVwI4fLLq6R5UQ2Danh/Wand5HEU4QRO4RxCuIIa3EEdGkDgEZ7hFd485b14797HorXg5TPH8Afe5w+G648V</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LTGM2VFoxCLeC7zT8IXFho1T/rc=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNr xhfUY9eFoPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSJfROZpMx81hmZoUQ8g9ePCji1f/x5t84SfagiQUNRVU33V1xypmxQfDtFdbWNza3itulnd29/YPy4VHTqEwT2iCKK92O0VDOJG1YZjltp5qiiDltxaPbmd 96otowJR/sOKWRwIFkCSNondTsDlAI7JUrQTWYw18lYU4qkKPeK391+4pkgkpLOBrTCYPURhPUlhFOp6VuZmiKZIQD2nFUoqAmmsyvnfpnTun7idKupPXn6u+JCQpjxiJ2nQLt0Cx7M/E/r5PZ 5DqaMJlmlkqyWJRk3LfKn73u95mmxPKxI0g0c7f6ZIgaiXUBlVwI4fLLq6R5UQ2Danh/Wand5HEU4QRO4RxCuIIa3EEdGkDgEZ7hFd485b14797HorXg5TPH8Afe5w+G648V</latexit>
↵ =   =   = 1
<latexit sha1_base64="leQTq7L3t7675ON65T2kj9dq2OI=">AAAB/nicbVDLSgMxFM34r PU1Kq7cBIvgqsyIoJtC0Y3LCvYBnaHcSTNtaJIZkoxQhoK/4saFIm79Dnf+jWk7C209cC+Hc+4lNydKOdPG876dldW19Y3N0lZ5e2d3b989OGzpJFOENknCE9WJQFPOJG0aZjjtpIqCiDhtR6 Pbqd9+pEqzRD6YcUpDAQPJYkbAWKnnHgfA0yHUgoga2wcgBNT8nlvxqt4MeJn4BamgAo2e+xX0E5IJKg3hoHXX91IT5qAMI5xOykGmaQpkBAPatVSCoDrMZ+dP8JlV+jhOlC1p8Ez9vZGD0Hos IjspwAz1ojcV//O6mYmvw5zJNDNUkvlDccaxSfA0C9xnihLDx5YAUczeiskQFBBjEyvbEPzFLy+T1kXV96r+/WWlflPEUUIn6BSdIx9doTq6Qw3URATl6Bm9ojfnyXlx3p2P+eiKU+wcoT9wP n8AbCqVHg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="leQTq7L3t7675ON65T2kj9dq2OI=">AAAB/nicbVDLSgMxFM34r PU1Kq7cBIvgqsyIoJtC0Y3LCvYBnaHcSTNtaJIZkoxQhoK/4saFIm79Dnf+jWk7C209cC+Hc+4lNydKOdPG876dldW19Y3N0lZ5e2d3b989OGzpJFOENknCE9WJQFPOJG0aZjjtpIqCiDhtR6 Pbqd9+pEqzRD6YcUpDAQPJYkbAWKnnHgfA0yHUgoga2wcgBNT8nlvxqt4MeJn4BamgAo2e+xX0E5IJKg3hoHXX91IT5qAMI5xOykGmaQpkBAPatVSCoDrMZ+dP8JlV+jhOlC1p8Ez9vZGD0Hos IjspwAz1ojcV//O6mYmvw5zJNDNUkvlDccaxSfA0C9xnihLDx5YAUczeiskQFBBjEyvbEPzFLy+T1kXV96r+/WWlflPEUUIn6BSdIx9doTq6Qw3URATl6Bm9ojfnyXlx3p2P+eiKU+wcoT9wP n8AbCqVHg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="leQTq7L3t7675ON65T2kj9dq2OI=">AAAB/nicbVDLSgMxFM34r PU1Kq7cBIvgqsyIoJtC0Y3LCvYBnaHcSTNtaJIZkoxQhoK/4saFIm79Dnf+jWk7C209cC+Hc+4lNydKOdPG876dldW19Y3N0lZ5e2d3b989OGzpJFOENknCE9WJQFPOJG0aZjjtpIqCiDhtR6 Pbqd9+pEqzRD6YcUpDAQPJYkbAWKnnHgfA0yHUgoga2wcgBNT8nlvxqt4MeJn4BamgAo2e+xX0E5IJKg3hoHXX91IT5qAMI5xOykGmaQpkBAPatVSCoDrMZ+dP8JlV+jhOlC1p8Ez9vZGD0Hos IjspwAz1ojcV//O6mYmvw5zJNDNUkvlDccaxSfA0C9xnihLDx5YAUczeiskQFBBjEyvbEPzFLy+T1kXV96r+/WWlflPEUUIn6BSdIx9doTq6Qw3URATl6Bm9ojfnyXlx3p2P+eiKU+wcoT9wP n8AbCqVHg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="leQTq7L3t7675ON65T2kj9dq2OI=">AAAB/nicbVDLSgMxFM34r PU1Kq7cBIvgqsyIoJtC0Y3LCvYBnaHcSTNtaJIZkoxQhoK/4saFIm79Dnf+jWk7C209cC+Hc+4lNydKOdPG876dldW19Y3N0lZ5e2d3b989OGzpJFOENknCE9WJQFPOJG0aZjjtpIqCiDhtR6 Pbqd9+pEqzRD6YcUpDAQPJYkbAWKnnHgfA0yHUgoga2wcgBNT8nlvxqt4MeJn4BamgAo2e+xX0E5IJKg3hoHXX91IT5qAMI5xOykGmaQpkBAPatVSCoDrMZ+dP8JlV+jhOlC1p8Ez9vZGD0Hos IjspwAz1ojcV//O6mYmvw5zJNDNUkvlDccaxSfA0C9xnihLDx5YAUczeiskQFBBjEyvbEPzFLy+T1kXV96r+/WWlflPEUUIn6BSdIx9doTq6Qw3URATl6Bm9ojfnyXlx3p2P+eiKU+wcoT9wP n8AbCqVHg==</latexit>
critical O(N)
<latexit sha1_base64="DLPPoo+utDqtuvg6p6RfzN9C4Is=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr 1pf8bFzM1iEuimJCLosunGlFewDmlAm00k7dCYJMxOhhuKvuHGhiFv/w51/47TNQlsPXDicc++duSdIOFPacb6twtLyyupacb20sbm1vWPv7jVVnEpCGyTmsWwHWFHOItrQTHPaTiTFIuC0FQ yvJn7rgUrF4uhejxLqC9yPWMgI1kbq2geZJwUikmkj8bGHbis3J1277FSdKdAicXNShhz1rv3l9WKSChppwrFSHddJtJ9habZyOi55qaIJJkPcpx1DIyyo8rPp78fo2Cg9FMbSVKTRVP09kWGh 1EgEplNgPVDz3kT8z+ukOrzwMxYlqaYRmT0UphzpGE2iQD0mKdF8ZAieJYDIAEtMtAmsZEJw509eJM3TqutU3buzcu0yj6MIh3AEFXDhHGpwDXVoAIFHeIZXeLOerBfr3fqYtRasfGYf/sD6/ AFZKpR7</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DLPPoo+utDqtuvg6p6RfzN9C4Is=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr 1pf8bFzM1iEuimJCLosunGlFewDmlAm00k7dCYJMxOhhuKvuHGhiFv/w51/47TNQlsPXDicc++duSdIOFPacb6twtLyyupacb20sbm1vWPv7jVVnEpCGyTmsWwHWFHOItrQTHPaTiTFIuC0FQ yvJn7rgUrF4uhejxLqC9yPWMgI1kbq2geZJwUikmkj8bGHbis3J1277FSdKdAicXNShhz1rv3l9WKSChppwrFSHddJtJ9habZyOi55qaIJJkPcpx1DIyyo8rPp78fo2Cg9FMbSVKTRVP09kWGh 1EgEplNgPVDz3kT8z+ukOrzwMxYlqaYRmT0UphzpGE2iQD0mKdF8ZAieJYDIAEtMtAmsZEJw509eJM3TqutU3buzcu0yj6MIh3AEFXDhHGpwDXVoAIFHeIZXeLOerBfr3fqYtRasfGYf/sD6/ AFZKpR7</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DLPPoo+utDqtuvg6p6RfzN9C4Is=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr 1pf8bFzM1iEuimJCLosunGlFewDmlAm00k7dCYJMxOhhuKvuHGhiFv/w51/47TNQlsPXDicc++duSdIOFPacb6twtLyyupacb20sbm1vWPv7jVVnEpCGyTmsWwHWFHOItrQTHPaTiTFIuC0FQ yvJn7rgUrF4uhejxLqC9yPWMgI1kbq2geZJwUikmkj8bGHbis3J1277FSdKdAicXNShhz1rv3l9WKSChppwrFSHddJtJ9habZyOi55qaIJJkPcpx1DIyyo8rPp78fo2Cg9FMbSVKTRVP09kWGh 1EgEplNgPVDz3kT8z+ukOrzwMxYlqaYRmT0UphzpGE2iQD0mKdF8ZAieJYDIAEtMtAmsZEJw509eJM3TqutU3buzcu0yj6MIh3AEFXDhHGpwDXVoAIFHeIZXeLOerBfr3fqYtRasfGYf/sD6/ AFZKpR7</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DLPPoo+utDqtuvg6p6RfzN9C4Is=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr 1pf8bFzM1iEuimJCLosunGlFewDmlAm00k7dCYJMxOhhuKvuHGhiFv/w51/47TNQlsPXDicc++duSdIOFPacb6twtLyyupacb20sbm1vWPv7jVVnEpCGyTmsWwHWFHOItrQTHPaTiTFIuC0FQ yvJn7rgUrF4uhejxLqC9yPWMgI1kbq2geZJwUikmkj8bGHbis3J1277FSdKdAicXNShhz1rv3l9WKSChppwrFSHddJtJ9habZyOi55qaIJJkPcpx1DIyyo8rPp78fo2Cg9FMbSVKTRVP09kWGh 1EgEplNgPVDz3kT8z+ukOrzwMxYlqaYRmT0UphzpGE2iQD0mKdF8ZAieJYDIAEtMtAmsZEJw509eJM3TqutU3buzcu0yj6MIh3AEFXDhHGpwDXVoAIFHeIZXeLOerBfr3fqYtRasfGYf/sD6/ AFZKpR7</latexit>
↵ =
1
x
,  =   = 0
<latexit sha1_base64="tDpWzBHMUqUB5Ts pfVbpWzX85Ow=">AAACCnicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69rBbBg5REBL0Uil48VrAf0JQy2W7ap btJ2N2IJeTsxb/ixYMiXv0F3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbm+TFnSjvOt1VYWl5ZXSuulzY2t7Z37N 29pooSSWiDRDySbR8U5SykDc00p+1YUhA+py1/dD3xW/dUKhaFd3oc066AQcgCRkAbqWcfesD jIVS9QAJJ3Sx9yE49n2qjDEAIqDo9u+xUnCnwInFzUkY56j37y+tHJBE01ISDUh3XiXU3Bak Z4TQreYmiMZARDGjH0BAEVd10+kqGj43Sx0EkTYUaT9XfEykIpcbCN50C9FDNexPxP6+T6OCy m7IwTjQNyWxRkHCsIzzJBfeZpETzsSFAJDO3YjIEE4o26ZVMCO78y4ukeVZxnYp7e16uXeVxF NEBOkInyEUXqIZuUB01EEGP6Bm9ojfryXqx3q2PWWvBymf20R9Ynz/US5pS</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tDpWzBHMUqUB5Ts pfVbpWzX85Ow=">AAACCnicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69rBbBg5REBL0Uil48VrAf0JQy2W7ap btJ2N2IJeTsxb/ixYMiXv0F3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbm+TFnSjvOt1VYWl5ZXSuulzY2t7Z37N 29pooSSWiDRDySbR8U5SykDc00p+1YUhA+py1/dD3xW/dUKhaFd3oc066AQcgCRkAbqWcfesD jIVS9QAJJ3Sx9yE49n2qjDEAIqDo9u+xUnCnwInFzUkY56j37y+tHJBE01ISDUh3XiXU3Bak Z4TQreYmiMZARDGjH0BAEVd10+kqGj43Sx0EkTYUaT9XfEykIpcbCN50C9FDNexPxP6+T6OCy m7IwTjQNyWxRkHCsIzzJBfeZpETzsSFAJDO3YjIEE4o26ZVMCO78y4ukeVZxnYp7e16uXeVxF NEBOkInyEUXqIZuUB01EEGP6Bm9ojfryXqx3q2PWWvBymf20R9Ynz/US5pS</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tDpWzBHMUqUB5Ts pfVbpWzX85Ow=">AAACCnicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69rBbBg5REBL0Uil48VrAf0JQy2W7ap btJ2N2IJeTsxb/ixYMiXv0F3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbm+TFnSjvOt1VYWl5ZXSuulzY2t7Z37N 29pooSSWiDRDySbR8U5SykDc00p+1YUhA+py1/dD3xW/dUKhaFd3oc066AQcgCRkAbqWcfesD jIVS9QAJJ3Sx9yE49n2qjDEAIqDo9u+xUnCnwInFzUkY56j37y+tHJBE01ISDUh3XiXU3Bak Z4TQreYmiMZARDGjH0BAEVd10+kqGj43Sx0EkTYUaT9XfEykIpcbCN50C9FDNexPxP6+T6OCy m7IwTjQNyWxRkHCsIzzJBfeZpETzsSFAJDO3YjIEE4o26ZVMCO78y4ukeVZxnYp7e16uXeVxF NEBOkInyEUXqIZuUB01EEGP6Bm9ojfryXqx3q2PWWvBymf20R9Ynz/US5pS</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tDpWzBHMUqUB5Ts pfVbpWzX85Ow=">AAACCnicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69rBbBg5REBL0Uil48VrAf0JQy2W7ap btJ2N2IJeTsxb/ixYMiXv0F3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbm+TFnSjvOt1VYWl5ZXSuulzY2t7Z37N 29pooSSWiDRDySbR8U5SykDc00p+1YUhA+py1/dD3xW/dUKhaFd3oc066AQcgCRkAbqWcfesD jIVS9QAJJ3Sx9yE49n2qjDEAIqDo9u+xUnCnwInFzUkY56j37y+tHJBE01ISDUh3XiXU3Bak Z4TQreYmiMZARDGjH0BAEVd10+kqGj43Sx0EkTYUaT9XfEykIpcbCN50C9FDNexPxP6+T6OCy m7IwTjQNyWxRkHCsIzzJBfeZpETzsSFAJDO3YjIEE4o26ZVMCO78y4ukeVZxnYp7e16uXeVxF NEBOkInyEUXqIZuUB01EEGP6Bm9ojfryXqx3q2PWWvBymf20R9Ynz/US5pS</latexit>
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Figure 2: A circle of fixed points in the large rank limit. The blue dots and red star surely
survive the finite rank corrections, but there is another fixed point with γ < 0 that likewise
survives the finite rank corrections.
α˜ = xα˜2 + (1− x)γ˜2 , (3.14)
β˜ = (1− x)β˜2 + xγ˜2 , (3.15)
1 = xα˜ + (1− x)β˜ , (3.16)
where we have denoted x = m/N . The thermal mass matrix likewise simplifies in the large
rank limit to
M2 ∼
(
xα˜δAB + (1− x)γ˜δAB 0
0 (1− x)β˜δab + xγ˜δab
)
. (3.17)
The three beta function equations (3.14), (3.15), (3.16) are in fact degenerate. There
is therefore a co-dimension 2 set (a line) of fixed points in this large rank limit. Actually,
there are two such sets of fixed points. The two lines of fixed points are parameterized as
follows:
α˜± =
1
2x
(
1±
√
1− 4x(1− x)γ˜2
)
, (3.18)
β˜± =
1
2(1− x)
(
1∓
√
1− 4x(1− x)γ˜2
)
. (3.19)
where γ˜ belongs to the interval
γ˜ ∈ [− 1
2
√
x(1− x) ,
1
2
√
x(1− x) ] . (3.20)
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The two branches of solutions (3.18) and (3.19) are connected at the end points γ˜ =
± 1
2
√
x(1−x) . So the two branches together form a closed co-dimension 2 curve (i.e. topolog-
ically a circle). Some particularly simple points on the circle are the O(N) invariant point
corresponding to γ˜ = β˜ = α˜ = 1 (which is on the branch α˜−, β˜−), α˜ = γ˜ = 0, β˜ = 1
1−x
(which is on the branch α˜−, β˜− and corresponds to m free bosons coupled to N−m critical
ones) and β˜ = γ˜ = 0, α˜ = 1
x
(which is on the branch α˜+, β˜+ and corresponds to N −m free
bosons coupled to m critical ones). These particular points certainly survive the finite rank
corrections. One may expect that for generic points on this conformal manifold, which is
topologically a circle, do not survive finite rank corrections. See fig 2.
For x = 1/2 these two branches are one and the same (since we can interchange them
by a change of variables) and the circle collapses to an interval. α˜ = β˜ = γ˜ = 1 corresponds
to the O(N) fixed point (where the thermal masses do not vanish also in the large rank
limit) and α˜ = β˜ = −γ˜ = 1 corresponds to the fixed point (3.12), where the thermal masses
vanish in the large rank limit. The rest of the fixed points with γ˜ ∈ (−1, 1) are large N
artifacts (save the one with γ˜ = 0 and either of α˜ = 0 or β˜ = 0, which are related to each
other by a change of variables and were discussed above).
It is easy to check that α˜±β˜± = γ˜2 for all γ˜. Therefore there is always a flat direction
in field space at zero temperature, as long as γ˜ < 0. Thus, the large rank limit leads
to a line of fixed points, and those with γ˜ < 0 have a flat direction in field space at zero
temperature. The flat direction persists even at finite temperature! Indeed, the two thermal
masses are proportional to xα˜ + (1 − x)γ˜ and (1 − x)β˜ + xγ˜. The zero temperature flat
direction is given by φ21 =
√
β˜
α˜
φ22. The thermal mass term in the potential is proportional
to (xα˜+(1−x)γ˜)φ21 +((1−x)β˜+xγ˜)φ22. We find that it vanishes for as long as γ˜ < 0 when
we plug in the flat direction: (xα˜ + (1 − x)γ˜)
√
β˜ + ((1 − x)β˜ + xγ˜)√α˜ = (−xγ˜√α˜ + (1 −
x)
√
β˜γ˜) + (−(1− x)γ˜
√
β˜ + x
√
α˜γ˜) = 0. Therefore, the moduli space of finite temperature
vacua is the hyperbola
√
αφ21 −
√
βφ22 +
xα + (1− x)γ
12
√
α
Nβ−2th = 0 . (3.21)
This hyperbola degenerates and touches the origin for xα+ (1− x)γ = 0, which is one
particular point on the circle in figure 2. For general x, this may not be the physical fixed
point that survives the finite rank corrections. For equal rank, x = 1/2, it is precisely this
fixed point, where the hyperbola degenerate, that survives finite rank corrections.
Suppose we knew that the theory that survives finite rank corrections has a non-
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degenerate hyperbola moduli space of vacua at finite temperature. That would be sufficient
to imply symmetry breaking at finite temperature and finite rank. This follows from the
fact that the origin is not on the hyperbola and hence, regardless of the form of the
small corrections due to finite rank, the vacuum would be away from the origin. Aside
from our interest in thermal physics, it is quite curious to see a model which has no
supersymmetry but yet has, in the large rank approximation, a conformal manifold, a
moduli space of vacua, allowing a spontaneous breaking of conformal symmetry, and even
more mysteriously, a deformed moduli space of vacua upon including finite temperature
corrections. This deformation of the moduli space may remind one of the deformed moduli
space in some supersymmetric theories [75].
In the equal rank case we have found which fixed points survive the 1/N expansion:
The interesting fixed point has γ˜ = −1 and the thermal mass matrix vanishes in the large
rank limit. The hyperbola degenerates and one cannot conclude whether the symmetry is
broken at finite temperature without doing more work. (Upon computing subleading 1/N
corrections the origin remains as the only true vacuum.)
It is interesting to understand which values of γ˜ correspond to fixed points that survive
the expansion in 1/N for non-equal rank. In light of (3.21) this is a crucial question. If only
the fixed point that survives the large rank expansion is not the one where the hyperbola
degenerates, then the symmetry breaking would surely persist to the finite rank fixed point!
In order to determine which of the fixed points survive to finite rank we can either attempt
to solve the beta functions numerically, or we can include subleading corrections in the beta
functions. Let us begin with the latter strategy and then we will check that it agrees with
numerical solutions.
Continuing to use the rescaled couplings, the beta functions including the leading 1/N
corrections are
α˜ = α˜2(x+ 8/N) + γ˜2(1− x) ,
β˜ = β˜2(1− x+ 8/N) + xγ˜2 ,
1 = α˜(x+ 2/N) + β˜(1− x+ 2/N) + 4γ˜/N .
Let t be a parameter in the range
t ∈ [− 1
2
√
x(1− x) ,
1
2
√
x(1− x) ] . (3.22)
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We found the leading order solution
α˜±0 =
1
2x
(
1±
√
1− 4x(1− x)t2
)
, (3.23)
β˜±0 =
1
2(1− x)
(
1∓
√
1− 4x(1− x)t2
)
, (3.24)
γ˜0 = t . (3.25)
Now we suppose a more general form for the solution, incorporating the subleading 1/N
corrections
α˜ = α˜0 +
1
N
δα˜ , β˜ = β˜0 +
1
N
δβ˜ , γ˜ = t+
1
N
δγ˜ .
Plugging all of this back into the fixed point equations and we find
δα˜ = 8α˜20 + 2xα˜0δα˜ + 2(1− x)tδγ˜ ,
δβ˜ = 8β˜20 + 2(1− x)β˜0δβ˜ + 2xtδγ˜ ,
0 = 2α˜0 + xδα˜ + 2β˜0 + (1− x)δβ˜ + 4t .
We are trying to solve the system−1 + 2xα˜0 0 2(1− x)t0 −1 + 2(1− x)β˜0 2xt
x 1− x 0

δα˜δβ˜
δγ˜
 =
 −8α˜
2
0
−8β˜20
−2α˜0 − 2β˜0 − 4t
 . (3.26)
Since the matrix on the left-hand side is degenerate (this follows as the leading order
solution has a zero mode) only discrete values of t yield a solution. This is the mechanism
by which the line of fixed points disappears at finite rank and only discrete values of t
yield fixed points that exist at finite rank. We must impose that the vector on the right-
hand side lies in the co-dimension 1 image of the linear transformation. The image of
the linear transformation is Vim = Span

xα˜0 − (1− x)β˜00
x
 ,
 0−xα˜0 + (1− x)β˜0
1− x

. A
vector that is orthogonal to this subspace is −x(1− x)
xα˜0 − (1− x)β˜0
 .
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We must require that the right hand side of (3.26) is orthogonal to this vector (which is
the same as requiring that the right hand side lies in the two-dimensional subspace Vim).
This leads to an algebraic equation for t which determines which of the fixed points on our
lines of fixed points survive to finite rank
(1− 2x)t2 − 2t(xα˜0 − (1− x)β˜0) + 3xα˜20 − 3(1− x)β˜20 = 0 .
More explicitly
2(2x− 1)t2 + 3
2
1− 2x
x(1− x) +
(
3
2x(1− x) − 2t
)√
1− 4x(1− x)t2 = 0 . (3.27)
The equation (3.27) only describes one of the two branches of (3.23),(3.24). This is
sufficient because x → 1 − x interchanges the two branches. The radical equation (3.27)
can be simplified as follows
(t− 1)(4x(1− x)t3 − 20x(1− x)t2 + 3t+ 9) = 0 . (3.28)
This equation has two real solutions t = 1, γ˜∗(x) and two complex solutions for x ∈
(0, 1/2) ∪ (1/2, 1). At x = 1/2 the two complex solutions become degenerate real solution
with t = 3. This additional real solution at x = 1/2 is not physical since it makes α, β
complex after plugging back into our choice of branch in (3.23). The solution t = 1 is the
O(N) invariant fixed point.
As usual, there are extraneous solutions which need to be excluded when we transform
the radical equation to the polynomial one. One can check from the discriminant analysis
that two real solutions of (3.28) t = 1, γ˜∗(x) are genuine solution of (3.27) for 1/2 ≤ x < 1.
We note that γ˜∗(x) = γ˜∗(1− x)in accord with the expectation following from Z2 symmetry
among two branches.
When the dust settles, we obtain two physical fixed points for 0 < x < 1 with the
following leading large N values of the couplings (excluding the theories with γ˜ = 0)
FPbicon+ : (α˜, β˜, γ˜) = (1, 1, 1) ,
FPbicon− : (α˜, β˜, γ˜) =
(
1 + sgn(x− 1
2
)
√
1− 4x(1− x)γ˜∗(x)2
2x
,
1− sgn(x− 1
2
)
√
1− 4x(1− x)γ∗(x)2
2(1− x) , γ˜∗(x)
)
.
(3.29)
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The first fixed point FPbicon+ is nothing but the O(N) symmetric fixed point. The
second fixed point FPbicon− is more interesting since it turns out that one of the two thermal
mass is negative for x 6= 1/2. This means that the moduli space of vacua in the large
rank limit is a non-degenerate hyperbola (3.21). A simple analytic way to show that the
hyperbola does not degenerate on this point of the conformal manifold is to first observe
that the cubic polynomial factor in the equation (3.28) has a positive (negative) value
for t=-1 (t=-3) in the given range of x. This directly leads to −3 < γ˜∗(x) < −1 for
x ∈ (0, 1/2) ∪ (1/2, 1) and hence the sum over the thermal masses
m21 ∝ (1− x)γ˜∗ +
1
2
(
1 + sgn(x− 1
2
)
√
1− 4x(1− x)γ˜∗(x)2
)
,
m22 ∝ xγ˜∗ +
1
2
(
1− sgn(x− 1
2
)
√
1− 4x(1− x)γ˜∗(x)2
)
.
(3.30)
becomes negative m21 + m
2
2 ∝ 1 + γ˜∗(x) < 0. This means that the hyperbola does not
degenerate and one necessarily has finite temperature symmetry breaking even at finite
rank, as long as the ranks of the two symmetry groups are not equal.
Upon taking finite rank corrections only one point on the hyperbola remains as the
true vacuum. It is important to find which one it is since the symmetry breaking pattern
is not the same everywhere on the hyperbola.
Without loss of generality, we consider the 1/2 < x < 1 case where m21 > 0,m
2
2 < 0.
Extremization of the potential gives two possible candidates for the vacua10
(φ21, φ
2
2) =
(
N(m22γ˜ −m21β˜)
8pi2(α˜β˜ − γ˜2)
,
N(m21γ˜ −m22α˜)
8pi2(α˜β˜ − γ˜2)
)
or
(
0,− Nm
2
2
8pi2β˜
)
. (3.31)
Using the leading-order values for the couplings leads to a singularity due to the flat direc-
tion (i.e. the hyperbola). One must use the corrected couplings in order to find the true
vacuum. So we must compute (δα˜, δβ˜, δγ˜). Rather than using second-order perturbation
theory to determine the (δα˜, δβ˜, δγ˜), there is a simple way to exclude the first solution of
the equation (3.31). If we substitute the leading  thermal masses into the numerator of
φ21 (we can equally take φ
2
2 as well), it becomes −Nx(α˜β˜− γ˜2)−2β˜(α˜− γ˜)+O(1/N). Since
both α˜β˜ − γ˜2 and α˜ − γ˜ are positive quantities (the former is O(1/N) because of the flat
direction at N =∞ and is positive because of the stability of the potential), we conclude
that there is no solution with real φi in this case.
10The origin (φ1, φ2) = (0, 0) cannot be a minimum since one of the thermal masses squared is negative.
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In summary, the second expression in (3.31), which represents the vertices of the hy-
perbola, survives as the true vacuum of the biconical model in the finite non-equal rank
case. The vacua can be expressed in terms of γ˜∗ which solves (3.27) as
VACbicon : (Φ21,Φ
2
2) =

(
γ˜2∗ (2x− 2x2) + γ˜∗ (−2x2 + 5x− 3)− 3x
12(2γ˜2∗(x− 1)(2x− 1) + 2γ˜∗(x− 1) + 3)
β−2th , 0
)
0 < x < 1/2(
0,
γ˜2∗ (2x− 2x2) + γ˜∗ (−2x2 + 5x− 3)− 3x
12γ˜∗(3− 4x(1− x)γ˜∗) β
−2
th
)
1/2 < x < 1
(0, 0) x = 1/2 .
(3.32)
We conclude that for the finite non-equal rank case, we found a critical point with
symmetry breaking at arbitrary non-zero temperature and the following symmetry breaking
pattern
Gglobal : O(m1)×O(m2)
FPbicon−−−−−→
βth 6=0

O(m1 − 1)×O(m2) m1 < m2
O(m1)×O(m2 − 1) m1 > m2
no breaking m1 = m2
. (3.33)
We proved that this is all correct within the leading order  expansion. More precisely,
this was proven for large finite m1,m2. We will explore the case of m1 = 1 later.
Our arguments here were somewhat formal, but since the equations are entirely alge-
braic (3.6),(3.7),(3.8) one can easily verify the claims numerically. We take N = 104 and
x = 0.6, and to leading order in  find the fixed point (we provide so many digits with the
hope of convincing the reader that the fixed point indeed exists)
(α˜, β˜, γ˜) = (0.9176394600760599, 1.1235347774762552,−1.0145547091210763) .
Furthermore, this fixed point has the thermal masses
(m21,m
2
2) =
2
3
pi2β−2th (0.1449453202892206,−0.15909420752664844896) .
This can be plugged back into the second expression of (3.31) and one finds the vacuum
(φ21, φ
2
2) ∼ (0, 0.0118× 104).
One subject we will not discuss in much detail here is the RG flow diagram between
the various fixed points preserving O(m1) × O(m2) symmetry. Let us only say that our
fixed point (at finite rank) FPbicon− has 3 relevant operators– two masses and one relevant
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quartic operator. Turning on the relevant quartic operator, one can flow to the decoupled
critical bosons with O(m1)×O(m2) symmetry. Our fixed point is therefore multi-critical.
3.2. Large-N Analysis
In this subsection we explore the large N limit of the biconical model with O(m) ×
O(N −m) symmetry and fixed m/N in d spatial dimension. This limit corresponds to an
opposite hierarchy with 1/N rather than  = 3 − d being the smallest parameter. While
small  makes the model perturbatively tractable, the large N techniques allow resummation
of the perturbation series, and therefore some non-perturbative aspects of the model are
elucidated in this limit. Therefore, this study allows to extend some of the results of the
previous section to finite .
For large N and fixed m/N the symmetry breaking (3.33) always leads to Nambu-
Goldstone bosons and at finite temperature in 2+1 dimensions they are lifted by small
non-perturbative infrared effects [11]. Therefore, while many of the claims here about the
large rank limit hold true also for finite small , they certainly do not hold for  = 1. In
fact, we will see that some of the results may break down even before one reaches  = 1.
This requires a further analysis which we leave for the future. Our aim for now is only to
show that the results about symmetry breaking at finite temperature hold for small finite
.
To begin, let us recall that vector models, in particular the bi-conical one, tend to
be free in the large N limit. Hence, the ground state approaches a Gaussian state as
N → ∞ [76, 77], i.e., up to a normalization constant it takes the following form in the
space of fields
Ψ(φ1, φ2) ∝ exp
(
−1
2
2∑
i=1
∫
ddk
(2pi)d
ωi(k) |φi(k)|2
)
, ωi(k) =
√
k2 +m2i . (3.34)
This functional has a well defined norm as long as m2i are non-negative. In position space
it can be written as
Ψ(φ1, φ2) ∝ exp
(
−1
4
2∑
i=1
∫
ddx
∫
ddy
(
φi(x)− σi
)
D−1i (x− y)
(
φi(y)− σi
))
, (3.35)
where D−1i (x − y) is the Fourier transform of 2ωi(k), and two arbitrary constants σi
parametrize the location of the Gaussian state in the space of fields. While m2i are singlets
of the O(m)×O(N−m) group, σ1 and σ2 transform as vectors under O(m) and O(N−m)
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respectively. They are associated with the order parameters in what follows.
To determine the values of m2i and σi for the biconical model at the fixed point, we
resort to the variational principle11
W = 〈Ψ|H|Ψ〉 ≥ 〈0|H|0〉 , (3.36)
H = 1
2
piipii +
1
2
∇φi∇φi +
gBij
4N
φ2i φ
2
j , 0 ≤ i, j ≤ 2 .
where W is the variational functional, |0〉 is the vacuum state of the model governed by
the Hamiltonian density12 H, and |Ψ〉 represents a family of normalized trial states (3.35).
As usual, the idea is to minimize the l.h.s. with respect to the variational parameters m2i
and σi to find an approximation to the ground state energy. For an extremal state the
inequality in (3.36) is saturated as N →∞.
If the Hamiltonian is unbounded from below, then W is necessarily unbounded from
below too and vice versa. If the Hamiltonian is unbounded, there are states with arbitrarily
negative energies, and by appropriate choice of m2i ≥ 0 and σi we can force W to approach
any negative value.
Evaluating W boils down to Gaussian integration. For instance,
〈Ψ|φ2j |Ψ〉 =
∫ 2∏
i=1
Dφi φ2j |Ψ(φ1, φ2)|2 = σ2j +NxjDj , (3.37)
where for brevity we introduced x1 = x and x2 = 1−x, whereas Dj represents an ordinary
loop integral13
Dj =
∫
ddk
(2pi)d
1
2ωj(k)
=
Γ
(
1−d
2
)
(4pi)
d+1
2
(m2j)
d−1
2 . (3.38)
Similarly
〈Ψ|pi2j |Ψ〉 =
∫ 2∏
i=1
Dφi Ψ∗(φ1, φ2)
(
δ
iδφj
)2
Ψ(φ1, φ2) =
Nxj
4
D−1j (0) . (3.39)
11Note that the variational principle approach is identical to the approach using the Hubbard-Stratnovich
transformation [78] where the counterpart of the parameter m2i in the former is the VEV of the corresponpding
auxiliary field in the latter.
12We use a symmetric matrix convention for the couplings (gB11, g
B
22, g
B
12) = 8pi
2 µ3−d(α˜, β˜, γ˜), where µ is
an arbitrary scale.
13The positive nature of 〈Ψ|φ2j |Ψ〉 is not guaranteed in dimensional regularization, but physical results are
regularization independent.
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It is convenient to introduce a separate notation for the kinetic energy density of each field
Kj =
1
2N
〈Ψ|(pi2j + (∇φj)2)|Ψ〉 = xj4
∫
ddk
(2pi)d
(
ωj(k) +
k2
ωj(k)
)
. (3.40)
Up to a mass independent constant, we have
Kj = −xj
2
∫ m2j
0
dm2m2
∂Dj
∂m2
=
Γ
(
3−d
2
)
(d+ 1)(4pi)
d+1
2
xj(m
2
j)
d+1
2 . (3.41)
As a result, W takes the form
W
N
=
∑
i
Ki +
∑
i,j
gBij
4
(
σ2i + xiDi
) (
σ2j + xjDj
)
. (3.42)
where we rescaled σi’s and employed the large N approximation 〈(φ2i )2〉 = 〈φ2i 〉2 to account
for the contribution of the quartic potential.
We are now in a position to be able to study the phase structure of the model start-
ing from zero temperature. The symmetries at stake are scale invariance and the global
symmetries.
Notice that W is given by a sum of non-negative kinetic and potential terms, because
gBij is positive semi-definite, whereas Ki ≥ 0. Hence, the Hamiltonian of the model is
bounded from below. In the large N limit, the renormalized couplings gij lie on a curve
defined by
det(gij) = 0 , x1g11 + x2g22 = 8pi
2 . (3.43)
For each set of these couplings the minimum of W , which is obtained at W = 0, lies along
a flat direction in field space. The flat direction is given by
m2i = 0 ,
(
σ21
σ22
)
=
(
±√g22/g11
1
)
µ2− , for sign(g12) = ∓1 . (3.44)
where µ is an arbitrary energy scale, and (σ21, σ
2
2) is aligned along the eigenvector of gij
with zero eigenvalue. Each field configuration along the flat direction can serve as a ground
state of the theory.
Since σ2i ≥ 0, we conclude that for g12 ≥ 0 there is a unique vacuum at µ = 0 which
respects the symmetries, whereas for g12 < 0 there is a flat direction in field space for
ground states passing through the origin.
At the origin, scale invariance, the O(m), and O(N −m) symmetries are all retained.
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At any ground state along the flat direction away from the origin in field space µ does not
vanish and thus scale invariance is spontaneously broken. This breaking leads in turn, by
(3.44), to the spontaneous symmetry breaking of the O(m) and/or O(N −m) symmetries.
Hence, away from the origin, there are massless Nambu-Goldstone bosons and a dilaton.
These massless particles will be identified in subsection 3.3.
We therefore see that for arbitrary number of space dimensions, in the strict large rank
limit, there is a conformal manifold and moduli spaces of vacua for g12 < 0. This is exactly
as in the  expansion but now this is valid for arbitrary . We will next see that the finite
temperature corrections at leading order in the large rank expansion lead to a hyperbola,
again extending a result from the  expansion to arbitrary .
3.2.1. Finite βth
The variational functional W at finite βth is obtained by introducing a trial thermal
state
W = F0 + Tr
[
ρ0(H−H0)
] ≥ F ,
H0 = 1
2
∑
i
(
pi2i + (∇φi)2 +m2i (φi − σi)2
)
, (3.45)
where F is the free energy density of the model, whereas F0 and ρ0 denote the free energy
and thermal density matrix associated with H0. In the limit βth → ∞ we recover the
previous ansatz (3.36). Furthermore, (3.41) generalizes to
Kj =
F0j
N
− 1
2N
m2jTr
[
ρ0 (φj − σj)2
]
= − 1
2N
∫ m2j
0
dm2m2
∂
∂m2
Tr
[
ρ0 φ
2
j
]
, (3.46)
where F0j is the free energy density of the free field of mass m2j , and the second equality
holds up to irrelevant constant. Substituting the thermal expectation value14
1
N
〈φ2j〉βth =
1
N
Tr
[
ρ0 φ
2
j
]
(3.47)
= σ2j +
Γ
(
1−d
2
)
(4pi)
d+1
2
xj(m
2
j)
d−1
2 +
2xj
(4pi)
d
2Γ
(
d
2
) ∫ ∞
|mj |
dω
(ω2 −m2) d−22
eβthω − 1 .
14We rescaled σj →
√
Nσj .
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yields
Kj =
Γ
(
3−d
2
)
(d+ 1)(4pi)
d+1
2
xj(m
2
j)
d+1
2 +
xj
(4pi)
d
2Γ
(
d−2
2
) ∫ m2j
0
dm2m2
∫ ∞
|m|
dω
(ω2 −m2) d−42
eβthω − 1 . (3.48)
As usual, the first term is associated with zero temperature contribution, whereas the
second term represents thermal fluctuations. The integral over ω cannot be evaluated in
full generality, but it simplifies if the mass vanishes, e.g.,
1
N
〈φ2j〉βth
∣∣∣
m2j=0
= σ2j +
Γ
(
d−1
2
)
2 pi
d+1
2
ζ(d− 1) xj β1−dth , (3.49)
where ζ(s) is the Riemann zeta function.
In the large N limit the variational functional at finite βth takes the form
W = N
∑
i
Ki +
∑
i,j
gBij
4N
〈φ2i 〉βth 〈φ2j〉βth . (3.50)
Note that all vevs are evaluated in the Gaussian thermal state, whereas the trial parameters,
m2i , which minimize W represent thermal masses of the excitations. Furthermore, for large
values of m2i (or σi) and any given inverse temperature βth, the variational functional
approaches (3.42) evaluated at zero temperature. This follows immediately from (3.50)
and eqs. (3.48), (3.47). In particular, W is bounded from below. Moreover, as shown
earlier in this section, det(gij) vanishes in the large N limit, therefore there is always a
flat direction in the space of σi’s determined by the eigenvector of gij with zero eigenvalue.
This is exactly as was found in the  expansion.
Phases at finite βth
For g12 ≥ 0 there is a unique vacuum which respects the symmetries, and therefore
we proceed to the cases with g12 < 0 where the symmetry can be broken. By construction
W is non-negative, because gij is positive semi-definite, whereas the kinetic free energy
satisfies Ki ≥ 0. Furthermore, W = 0 at any point on the ridge
m21 = m
2
2 = 0 ,
(
σ21
σ22
)
=
( √
g22/g11
1
)
µ2− − β
−2
th
12
(
x1
x2
)
, (3.51)
where we used (3.49) to align the order parameters (σ21, σ
2
2) such that (〈φ21〉βth , 〈φ22〉βth)
is parallel to the eigenvector of gij with zero eigenvalue, whereas µ is an arbitrary scale
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emphasizing flatness of W even at finite βth. It should be sufficiently big to ensure positive
σ2i .
Since W ≥ 0 for all admissible masses and order parameters, we conclude that each
point on the ridge (3.51) corresponds to the global minimum of the free energy, and there-
fore it represents a thermodynamically stable phase in the large N limit. In general, the
line (3.51) does not pass through the origin, and therefore O(m)×O(N −m) is broken at
finite βth. The introduction of the temperature βth explicitly breaks scale invariance but a
moduli space of vacua continues to exist.
We elaborate now on those cases where the line (3.51) does reach the origin. For a
given x1, x2 and βth this can occur due to (3.51) only for that point of the curve (3.43)
which satisfies in addition
√
g22/g11 = x1/x2. In this case the phase structure analysis
follows precisely the one at βth = ∞, the introduction of a temperature does not result
in creating a horizon which prevents the field from reaching the origin. A presence of a
quantum correction to the moduli space that results in forming a “horizon” is known from
some supersymmetric theories [75].
Note that the admissible vacua (3.51) are lying on the hyperbola (3.21). Hence, the
phase structure in the large N limit (and arbitrary ) matches our results obtained within
the  expansion.
Now comes the more difficult question regarding which of these fixed points survives
at finite rank. In the  expansion we provided an explicit answer which shows that indeed
symmetry breaking takes place at finite, large rank. But now that  is arbitrary, to find
out the answer, one needs to do some sub-leading 1/N computations and examine how
the conformal manifold and the hyperbola of vacua are lifted. We hope that this will be
addressed in the future.
In summary, we have shown that the conformal manifold and moduli spaces of vacua
exist at arbitrary d and N = ∞. The 1/N corrections needed to find out the true finite
temperature vacua at finite, large, rank were only found for 3 −  dimensions with small
. Therefore, we can only conclude that symmetry breaking at finite temperature in the
bi-conical models takes place in 3−  dimensions for finite small . It would be interesting
to complete this analysis at finite .
As an aside, one might wonder if the model exhibits metastable phases. While such
states necessarily decay into one of the admissible stable states, the decay rate is expo-
nentially suppressed in the large N limit, and therefore a metastable phase is a long-lived
steady state as N goes to infinity. To explore such a possibility we should extremize rather
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than minimize W . Varying it with respect to m2i leads to the gap equation
∂W
∂m2i
= 0 ⇔ m2i =
∑
j
gBij 〈φ2j〉βth/N . (3.52)
This is simply a statement that the full two-point function in the large N limit is given by
the sum of all possible cactus diagrams with two external legs.
The free energy density in the large N limit is given by W evaluated on the non-
negative solution m2i (σj) to the gap equations (3.52). In particular, the order parameters
σj are derived by minimizing W
(
σj,m
2
i (σj)
)
with respect to σj. For any non-zero extremum
σj 6= 0, we always have m2j = 0. Indeed
0 =
∂W
∂σi
+
∂W
∂m2j
∂m2j
∂σi
= σi
∑
k
gBik〈φ2k〉βth/N −
1
2
∑
j,k
∂m2j
∂σi
∂〈φ2j〉βth
∂m2j
[
m2j − gBjk
〈
φ2k〉βth/N
]
.
(3.53)
Or equivalently, using the gap equations (3.52),
σim
2
i = 0 , ∀i . (3.54)
Hence, a non-zero σi is necessarily linked to m
2
i = 0 even at finite βth. In particular, all
extrema of W when one of the σi’s or both are non zero take the form (3.51), and we
considered these cases already. They correspond to the global minima of W in the large
N limit. The only thing remaining is to search for the possibility of a metastable phase
which respects O(m)×O(N −m).
If O(m)×O(N −m) is unbroken, then σ1 = σ2 = 0 and (3.54) is trivially satisfied. In
this case the gap equations (3.52) have no solution where both masses are strictly positive.
Indeed, in the large N limit gij is a 2×2 degenerate matrix. Hence, up to an overall
multiplicative factor it projects (x1 〈φ21〉βth , x2 〈φ22〉βth) onto the eigenvector (−
√
g11/g22, 1)
with a non-zero eigenvalue. As a result of an opposite sign in the entries of this eigenvactor,
one of the masses is necessarily negative. The latter excludes the existence of a phase in
which O(m)×O(N −m) is unbroken and scale invariance is broken.
Finally, let us consider a symmetric phase where both O(m) × O(N − m) and scale
invariance are unbroken. Substituting σ2i = m
2
i = 0 into (3.52) and (3.54), we conclude
that the gap equations are satisfied provided that
0 =
(
β−2th
12
)∑
j
gijxj . (3.55)
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This constraint trivially holds at βth =∞, and therefore a symmetric phase minimizes W at
zero temperature. At finite temperature, however, it is lifted relative to the solutions (3.51),
i.e., W is strictly positive for a symmetric configuration and the gap equations are not
satisfied unless (x1, x2) is aligned along the eigenvector of gij with zero eigenvalue. Hence,
we conclude that the symmetry is necessarily broken at βth 6=∞ if
√
g22/g11 6= x1/x2.
Since spontaneous symmetry breaking affects the spectrum of particles, it is interesting
to match different excitations of the model with the symmetry breaking patterns found
above. This is the main goal of the next subsection where we analyze excitations around
the large N vacua of the model. We find a precise match between the symmetry breaking
pattern and the particle content. In addition, we derive a composite excitation with scaling
dimension 2 which is inherent to the critical vector model.
3.3. Excitations of the Biconical Model in the large N limit
The Euclidean action of the model can be written as
IE =
1
2
∑
i
∫ (
∂φi∂φi + si
(
φ2i −Nρi
) )
+
N
4
∑
ij
gBij
∫
ρi ρj , (3.56)
where the auxiliary fields si, ρi are singlets of O(m) × O(N − m). Integrating them out
leads to the standard Lagrangian of the biconical model. The integral over si yields a
delta-functional δ (φ2i −Nρi) which simplifies the integration over ρi. The final result for
the Lagrangian is L = 1
2
∂φi∂φi +
gBij
4N
φ2iφ
2
j .
In fact, the quadratic form of IE suggests that ρi and φi can be integrated out analyt-
ically leaving us with fluctuating si only. However, integration over ρi should be done with
caution, because gBij is degenerate in the large N limit, whereas the integral over φi should
account for the possibility of broken O(m) × O(N − m). Hence, to identify the effective
degrees of freedom of the theory, we proceed in two steps.
First we change variables ρi → Mijρj and similarly for si, where the 2×2 orthogonal
matrix Mij diagonalizes the renormalized gij
MTgM =
(
Tr(g) 0
0 0
)
, M =
1√
g11 + g22
(
−√g11 √g22√
g22
√
g11
)
. (3.57)
The integral over ρ1 is Gaussian, whereas integral over ρ2 simply gives the δ-functional
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δ(s2). Hence, we get
IE =
1
2
∑
i
∫ (
∂φi∂φi + φ
2
iMi1s1
)
− N
2 Tr(gB)
∫
s21 . (3.58)
Next we account for the possibility that φi’s may develop a non-trivial expectation
value. For simplicity we align 〈φi〉’s along the first components of the vector fields which
are henceforth denoted by σi. Integrating over all other components yields
15
IE =
N
2
∑
i
∫ (
∂σi∂σi + σ
2
iMi1s1
)− N
2 Tr(gB)
∫
s21 +
∑
i
xiN − 1
2
Tr log(−∂2 +Mi1s1) .
(3.59)
Since IE ∝ N it follows that the large N vacuum state of the model is determined by a
constant solution σi, s1 to the classical equations of motion obtained by varying IE with
respect to s1 and σi. In fact, after identifying m
2
i = Mi1s1 these equations become identical
with (3.52) and (3.54). In particular, the thermal masses, m2i , of (xiN −1) fields φi vanish,
whereas σi ’s lie on the hyperbolic curve (3.51). Expanding (3.59) around σi, s1 and keeping
quadratic terms only, yields16
IE =
N
2
∑
i
∫ (
∂σi∂σi + (2σiMi1)σis1
)− N
2 Tr(gB)
∫
s21 −
N
4
∑
i
xiM
2
i1Tr
(
(∂2)−1s1(∂2)−1s1
)
.
(3.60)
Finally, we perform an orthogonal transformation to disentangle the fields σi
σ′i =
Rijσj√
det(R)
, R = 2
(
σ1M11 σ2M21
−σ2M21 σ1M11
)
. (3.61)
The quadratic action at T = 0 eventually takes the form
IE
N
=
1
2
∫ (
∂σ′1∂σ
′
1 + ∂σ
′
2∂σ
′
2 +
√
det(R)σ′1s1
)
− N
2 Tr(gB)
∫
s21 −
Γ2
(
d−1
2
)
64pid+1
∑
i
xiM
2
i1
∫ ∫
s1(y1)s1(y2)
|y1 − y2|2(d−1) . (3.62)
At finite βth, we get essentially the same action, except that the last term needs to be
15We rescale σi →
√
Nσi.
16There are no linear terms present in the action, because σi, s1 extremize IE. The interaction terms
between the fluctuating fields introduce 1/N corrections to the propagators that we discuss in what follows,
and therefore we suppressed them in (3.60).
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Table 1:    Symmetry breaking patterns in the large rank limit. 
Vacuum moduli space:  
       A straight line emanating from the 

        fields’ space origin. 

Symmetry breaking pattern:  
         Symmetric phase at the origin 

         SSB away from the origin



Goldstone bosons: 
massless dilaton and
Scale × O(m1) × O(m2)→ O(m1 − 1) × O(m2 − 1)
m1 − 1 and m2 − 1 massless ϕ1 and ϕ2
Phases at T = 0
Same phases as at zero temperature: 
While scale symmetry is explicitly broken 
by , there is still a straight line of 
vacua passing through the origin. At the 
origin symmetries are maintained, away 
from the origin SSB occurs, and massless 
spectrum follows accordingly.
T ≠ 0




g11
g22
= m1
m2
g12 < 0
Vacuum moduli space:  
     A hyperbola in the fields’ space at 

     finite distance (horizon) from the origin,

     SSB occurs.

Residual symmetries 


and



or

O(m1 − 1) × O(m2 − 1)
O(m1 − 1) × O(m2) , for
g22
g11
> m1
m2
O(m1) × O(m2 − 1) , for
g22
g11
< m1
m2




g11
g22
≠ m1
m2
g12 < 0
Phases at T ≠ 0
modified on a thermal cylinder.
We see that the large N critical biconical model has a number of massless excitations
around any vacuum state (3.51). First, there are m − 1 and N − m − 1 massless modes
φ1 and φ2 respectively. They are associated with the Nambu-Goldstone particles of the
broken O(m) × O(N − m) symmetry.17 In addition, we have a massless mode σ′2 which
represents fluctuations along the equipotential valley (3.51). This excitation is a singlet
of the residual symmetry group, and we interpret it as a massless dilaton associated with
spontaneously broken scale invariance. We have thus accounted for N − 1 of the particles
in the original Lagrangian. A remaining degree of freedom whose fate we can follow is the
massive ”Higgs scalar particle”. Its mass is fixed by the scale at which the symmetries
were broken. In Appendix A we derive these properties using the diagrammatic expansion
in the large rank limit. This includes the analysis of the four and two point functions.
Finally, there is an excitation s1 built of the original fields φi. The correlation function of
s1 in momentum space scales as 〈s1(p)s1(−p)〉 ∼ p3−d. Hence, it represents a composite
17As can be seen from (3.58), m2i = Mi1s1 = 0 is the mass of φi-excitations orthogonal to the (σ1, σ2)
plane.
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field with scaling dimension 2. The results are summarized in Table 1.
3.4. Towards a Model in 2+1 Dimensions
The finite temperature symmetry breaking pattern of the bi-conical model is (for m1 <
m2)
O(m1)×O(m2) −→ O(m1 − 1)×O(m2) . (3.63)
This cannot hold true all the way up to  = 1, i.e. 2+1 dimensions, due to Coleman’s
theorem (remember that we are at finite temperature). In fact it may even break down
before we reach  = 1, as explained in the previous subsections. The only exception is
m1 = 1, in which case one can potentially have the symmetry breaking pattern (3.63) at
finite temperature
Z2 ×O(N) −→ O(N) . (3.64)
This may in principle occur at finite temperature in 2+1 dimensions and hence the case
m1 = 1 warrants some attention.
Let us now analyze whether (3.64) occurs in the  expansion. The beta functions in
this case take the form
α = 9α2 +Nγ2 , (3.65)
β = β2(N + 8) + γ2 , (3.66)
1 = 3α + β(N + 2) + 4γ . (3.67)
It is useful to take the large N limit. General considerations suggest that the energy
operator of the Ising model should couple to ~φ2 of the O(N) sector with strength 1/
√
N .
The quartic coupling (~φ2)2 should be O(1/N) as usual. Therefore we define:
γ˜ =
√
Nγ , β˜ = Nβ , α˜ = α ,
and obtain to leading order the equations
α˜ = 9α˜2 + γ˜2 , (3.68)
β˜ = β˜2 + γ˜2 , (3.69)
1 = 3α˜ + β˜ . (3.70)
Subtracting the second equation from the first, and then using the third equation, one finds
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α˜ − β˜ = 3α˜ − β˜ so clearly the only solution is α˜ = γ˜ = 0, and β˜ = 1 which describes the
critical O(N) model accompanied by a decoupled real free field. One may thus worry that
a nontrivial fixed point with symmetry Z2 ×O(N) may not exist.
But it could be that the fixed point is such that the real field charged under Z2 does
not strongly backreact on the N fields transforming in the fundamental representation of
O(N). So we must try a new scaling for the couplings
γ˜ = Nγ , β˜ = Nβ , α˜ = Nα .
which now leads in the large N limit to the equations
α˜ = γ˜2 , (3.71)
β˜ = β˜2 , (3.72)
1 = β˜ . (3.73)
Clearly then β˜ = 1 and α˜ = γ˜2, which again parameterizes a one-dimensional conformal
manifold, except that now it is unbounded and looks like a parabola. In addition, for γ˜ < 0
there is a moduli space of vacua which intersects the origin. These theories describe a free
field in an O(N) bath – the backreaction of the free field sector on the O(N) model is very
small. It is crucial to find which of the fixed points on the conformal manifold correspond
to fixed points which exist also for finite rank. Following the same strategy as before one
finds the following equation
(γ˜ − 1)(γ˜ + 3) = 0 .
One quick way to obtain this equation is by taking the x→ 1 limit carefully in (3.27). Of
course γ˜ = 1 is the O(N) invariant fixed point while γ˜ = −3 is the new, more interesting,
fixed point. To leading order in the large rank expansion, the thermal masses at this new
fixed point are 2pi
2
3β2th
(−3, 1). Therefore the scalar potential at finite temperature at leading
order in the large N expansion is
V =
2pi2
6β2th
(µβth)

(
−3Ψ2 + ~φ2
)
+
2pi2
N
µ
(
3Ψ2 − ~φ2
)2
.
This leads to a hyperbola of vacua
3Ψ2 − ~φ2 = N
12β2−th
. (3.74)
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Following a similar analysis to what we have done in the fixed x limit, one can further
show that upon including finite rank corrections the only true vacuum that remains is the
one where Ψ obtains a VEV (〈Ψ2〉 = N
36β2−th
) and ~φ does not. Therefore the Z2 symmetry
at finite temperature is certainly broken at large enough finite N . We have therefore found
that (3.64) indeed takes place in the  expansion.18
Since this model exhibits Z2 symmetry breaking at finite temperature, it is possible
in principle that it continues to hold true not just for small  but also for  = 1, namely,
in 2 + 1 dimensions. From this perspective it is instructive to explore this model in the
large N limit along the guidelines of section 3.2. The kinetic free energy of the field Ψ is
suppressed in the large N limit, and therefore the variational functional simplifies19
W = −1
2
∫ m2φ
0
dm2m2
∂
∂m2
〈~φ2〉βth +
gB11
4N
〈Ψ〉4βth +
gB22
4N
〈~φ2〉2βth +
gB12
2N
〈Ψ〉2βth〈~φ2〉βth , (3.75)
where 〈~φ2〉βth is given by (3.47), and 〈Ψ〉βth is the thermal expectation value determined
by minimizing W . In the large N limit this is the only remnant of Ψ.
Extremizing W with respect to 〈Ψ〉βth , yields
〈Ψ〉βth
(
〈Ψ〉2βth +
gB12
gB11
〈~φ2〉βth
)
= 0 . (3.76)
Two additional constraints are obtained by varying W with respect to m2φ and σφ respec-
tively,
m2φ =
gB22
N
〈~φ2〉βth +
gB12
N
〈Ψ〉2βth , σφm2φ = 0 . (3.77)
Now, let us study a possible phase with broken Z2 symmetry (〈Ψ〉βth 6= 0). It satisfies
〈Ψ〉2βth +
gB12
gB11
〈~φ2〉βth = 0 . (3.78)
This equation has no solution unless gB12 < 0. As was argued in the beginning of this
18As an example, here are the numerical, high-precision, values of the coupling constants and thermal
masses for N = 104:
(α, β, γ) = (0.0008914755083784347, 0.00009984152941453665,−0.0002973905499790778) ,
(m21,m
2
2) =
2pi2
3β2th
(−2.9709336827156636, 0.9994004793411305) .
19See footnote 12 for the relation between gBij and the couplings γ˜ = Nγ , β˜ = Nβ , α˜ = Nα.
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subsection, the latter inequality holds at the fixed point in d = 3 − . In fact, for   1
the relation (3.78) is a hallmark of the global minimum of the variational functional (W =
0). To see it, we notice that W is given by the sum of positive kinetic and potential
terms. The kinetic term equals zero at m2φ = 0, whereas the potential vanishes provided
that the couplings are tuned to the fixed point values (3.71)-(3.73) and (3.78) is satisfied.
Furthermore, substituting (3.71)-(3.73) into (3.78) and using (3.49), we recover (3.74).
The upshot is that  expansion and the large N approaches agree. In particular, the Z2
symmetry is necessarily broken at finite βth, whereas at zero temperature there is a moduli
space of vacua which intersects the origin.
It is particularly interesting to find out whether our conclusions survive all the way to
 = 1. We leave this question for the future.
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A. 4-point Correlators in the Large N Biconical Model
In this appendix, we will discuss the 4-point correlators of the biconical model in the
large N limit. In the strictly N → ∞ limit, the dynamics of the model is essentially
Gaussian. Therefore, all the connected 4-point correlators are suppressed by powers of 1
N
.
We will restrict our attention to the correlators that are nonvanishing at O( 1
N
).
This analysis will shed light on the effective interactions between the particles in the
model at different temperatures. We will see that there are interesting differences in the
behaviour of the correlators in a ground state and in a thermal state. These differences
arise essentially from an interaction vertex which vanishes in a ground state but is nonzero
for a thermal state. We will show that the presence of this vertex leads to new poles in
certain thermal correlators. In addition, it also leads to some thermal correlators to be
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nonzero while their vacuum counterparts vanish at O( 1
N
).
In this analysis, we will include correlators with insertions of the Goldstone bosons.
Thus, in contrast to the main text, we will not integrate out these modes. Rather, we will
derive an effective action which includes these modes.
A.1. Effective Action with an Auxiliary Field
We remind the reader that the Euclidean action of the model is given by
IE =
1
2
∑
i
∫
dd+1x
(
∂µ
−→
φ i · ∂µ−→φ i + si(−→φ 2i −Nρi)
)
+
N
4
∑
ij
gBij
∫
dd+1xρi ρj, (A.1)
Here the fields si and ρi are auxiliary degrees of freedom introduced to simplify the analysis.
We will consider perturbations of the fields φi about the expectation values σi which are
aligned along some particular direction (with the unit vector n̂i) in the (xiN)-dimensional
space. Therefore, we take −→
φ i = (σi + ηi)n̂i +
−→
θ i, (A.2)
where ηi is the fluctuation along the direction n̂i, whereas
−→
θ i is the fluctuation transverse
to this direction. In terms of these degrees of freedom, the action is given by
IE =
1
2
∑
i
∫
dd+1x
(
∂µ
−→
θ i∂
µ−→θ i + ∂µηi∂µηi + si(−→θ 2i + η2i + 2ηiσi + σ2i )
)
− 1
2
∑
i
∫
dd+1xNρisi +
N
4
∑
ij
gBij
∫
dd+1xρi ρj.
(A.3)
Now, we will integrate out the fields ρ1 and ρ2. For this, let us first introduce the
following variables:
ρ′1 =
1√
gB11 + g
B
22
(√
gB11ρ1 −
√
gB22ρ2
)
, ρ′2 =
1√
gB11 + g
B
22
(√
gB22ρ1 +
√
gB11ρ2
)
,
s′1 =
1√
gB11 + g
B
22
(√
gB11s1 −
√
gB22s2
)
, s′2 =
1√
gB11 + g
B
22
(√
gB22s1 +
√
gB11s2
)
.
(A.4)
The action then takes the form
IE =
1
2
∑
i
∫
dd+1x
(
∂µ
−→
θ i∂
µ−→θ i + ∂µηi∂µηi + si(−→θ 2i + η2i + 2ηiσi + σ2i )
)
− 1
2
∑
i
∫
dd+1xNρ′is
′
i +
N
4
(gB11 + g
B
22)
∫
dd+1xρ′21 .
(A.5)
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Integrating out the field ρ′2, we get a delta function in the path integral which imposes the
constraint
s′2 = 0 =⇒ s2 = −
√
gB22
gB11
s1. (A.6)
Integrating out the field ρ′1 contributes the following term to the action
− N
4(gB11 + g
B
22)
∫
dd+1x s′21 = −
N
4gB11
∫
dd+1x s21. (A.7)
Finally, integrating out the field s2, we get the following action which is a functional of the
remaining fields:
I˜E =
[
1
2
∑
i
∫
dd+1x
(
∂µ
−→
θ i∂
µ−→θ i + ∂µηi∂µηi
)
− N
4gB11
∫
dd+1x s21
+
1
2
∫
dd+1xs1(
−→
θ 21 + η
2
1 + 2η1σ1 + σ
2
1)
− 1
2
√
gB22
gB11
∫
dd+1xs1(
−→
θ 22 + η
2
2 + 2η2σ2 + σ
2
2)
]
.
(A.8)
Let us now define
s0 ≡ −i
√
N
2gB11
s1. (A.9)
Then the action is given by
I˜E =
∫
dd+1x
[
1
2
∑
i
(
∂µ
−→
θ i∂
µ−→θ i + ∂µηi∂µηi
)
+
1
2
s20 + is0
(√ gB11
2N
σ21 −
√
gB22
2N
σ22
)
+ i
√
gB11
2N
s0(
−→
θ 21 + η
2
1 + 2η1σ1)− i
√
gB22
2N
s0(
−→
θ 22 + η
2
2 + 2η2σ2)
]
.
(A.10)
At a temperature T = 1
βth
, the expectation values σ1 and σ2 lie on a moduli space
defined by the following equation:√
gB11
2N
σ21 −
√
gB22
2N
σ22 =
√
2Nβ−2+th
24
(
√
gB22x2 −
√
gB11x1).
(A.11)
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Therefore, the above action reduces to
I˜E =
∫
dd+1x
[
1
2
∑
i
(
∂µ
−→
θ i∂
µ−→θ i + ∂µηi∂µηi
)
+
1
2
s20 + is0
(√
2gB11
N
σ1η1 −
√
2gB22
N
σ2η2
)
− i
√
2Nβ−2+th
24
(
√
gB11x1 −
√
gB22x2)s0
+ i
√
gB11
2N
s0(
−→
θ 21 + η
2
1)− i
√
gB22
2N
s0(
−→
θ 22 + η
2
2)
]
.
(A.12)
From the above expression of the action, we can see that only a linear combination
of the fields η1 and η2 couples to s0 at the quadratic level. This implies that this mode
picks up a mass by the Higgs mechanism. The mode orthogonal to this combination
remains massless. As discussed in the main text, this massless boson (the dilaton) arises
due to the spontaneous breaking of scale invariance. We provide the forms of these modes
corresponding to the massive boson (η−) and the dilaton (η+) below:
η− ≡
√
gB11σ1η1 −
√
gB22σ2η2√
gB11σ
2
1 + g
B
22σ
2
2
, η+ ≡
√
gB11σ1η2 +
√
gB22σ1η2√
gB11σ
2
1 + g
B
22σ
2
2
. (A.13)
As we will soon see, the mass of the η− field is given by
σ˜ ≡
√
2
N
√
gB11σ
2
1 + g
B
22σ
2
2. (A.14)
Note that this mass depends on the expectation values σ1 and σ2. Since these expectation
values are constrained to lie on a hyperbola determined by the temperature (see (A.11)),
therefore the mass is not completely independent of the temperature. However, at any
given temperature, it is not uniquely determined as there is a moduli space of vacua and
each of these vacua gives a different value of the mass. For instance, at zero temperature,
this mass is given by
lim
βth→∞
σ˜ =
√
2(g11 +
√
g11g22)
N
σ1, (A.15)
where σ1 parametrises the different points on the moduli space of vacua.
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In terms of the quantities introduced above, the action takes the following form:
I˜E =
∫
dd+1x
[
1
2
(∑
i
∂µ
−→
θ i∂
µ−→θ i + ∂µη+∂µη+ + ∂µη−∂µη−
)
+
1
2
s20 + iσ˜s0η−
− i
√
2Nβ−2+th
24
(
√
gB11x1 −
√
gB22x2)s0
+ i
√
gB11
2N
s0
−→
θ 21 − i
√
gB22
2N
s0
−→
θ 22
+
i
2
√
N
A−−s0η
2
− +
i√
N
A+−s0η−η+ +
i
2
√
N
A++s0η
2
+
]
.
(A.16)
where
A−− =
√
2
(
(gB11)
3
2σ21 − (gB22)
3
2σ22
(gB11σ
2
1 + g
B
22σ
2
2)
)
,
A+− =
√
2
(√
gB11g
B
22(
√
gB11 +
√
gB22)σ1σ2
gB11σ
2
1 + g
B
22σ
2
2
)
,
A++ = −
√
2
( √gB11gB22
gB11σ
2
1 + g
B
22σ
2
2
)(√
gB11σ
2
1 −
√
gB22σ
2
2
)
.
(A.17)
Essential difference between ground states and thermal states:
Note that using equation (A.11) and the definition of σ˜ given in (A.14), we can get
A++ = −
(√gB11gB22
3
√
2σ˜2
)
β−2+th (
√
gB22x2 −
√
gB11x1). (A.18)
Therefore, this coefficient vanishes as the temperature goes to zero i.e. when βth → ∞.
The absence of this vertex at zero temperature leads to the vanishing of certain Feynman
diagrams. We will show that as a consequence, certain 4-point correlators with insertions
of the dilatons are nonzero only in a thermal state, and vanish as the temperature is taken
to zero.
A.2. Feynman Diagrammatics
From the Euclidean action given in (A.16), we can derive all the ingredients for drawing
Feynman diagrams in this theory. We enumerate all the propagators and the interaction
vertices appearing in such Feynman diagrams below. In a thermal state with tempera-
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ture T = 1
βth
, the zeroth components of the momenta in the propagators are quantised in
units of 2pi
βth
. From these propagators and vertices we can compute the thermal correlators
in momentum space. To get these correlators, one would have to multiply a factor of
βthδ∑
i p
0
i ,0
(2pi)dδd(
∑
i
−→p i) to the contributions of the Feynman diagrams. At zero temper-
ature, this multiplicative factor has to be replaced as follows:
βthδ∑
i p
0
i ,0
(2pi)dδd(
∑
i
−→p i)→ (2pi)d+1δd+1(
∑
i
−→p i).
A.2.1. Propagators
θα1 θ
α
1
−→
k
=
1
k2
, θα2 θα2
−→
k
=
1
k2
, η+ η+
−→
k
=
1
k2
,
η− η−
−→
k
=
1
k2 + σ˜2
, η− s0
−→
k
= − iσ˜
k2 + σ˜2
, s0 s0
−→
k
=
k2
k2 + σ˜2
.
From the form of the (η− − η−) propagator given above, one can easily see that σ˜ is
the mass of the η− field.
A.2.2. Vertices
s0× = i
√
2Nβ−2+th
24
(
√
gB11x1 −
√
gB22x2),
θα1
θα1
s0 = −i
√
2gB11
N
,
θα2
θα2
s0 = i
√
2gB22
N
,
η−
η−
s0 = − i√
N
A−− ,
η−
η+
s0 = − i√
N
A+− ,
η+
η+
s0 = − i√
N
A++ .
The 1-point vertex with the field s0 ensures that the thermal expectation of the field
s0 is zero (upto the leading order in
1
N
). Its contribution to this expectation value cancels
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the contributions of tadpole diagrams involving loops of Goldstone bosons. We will not
prove this explicitly here. However, note that in the main text we have already shown that
the saddle point value of the field s1 must be zero in the strictly N →∞ limit. Since the
field s0 is related to s1 by the equation (A.9), its expectation value also must vanish upto
leading order in 1
N
.
From the expression of the 1-point vertex, we can see that it vanishes when the tem-
perature goes to zero, i.e. when βth → ∞. The tadpole diagrams, whose contributions it
cancelled at nonzero temperatures, also vanish in this limit.20 Therefore, the expectation
value of the field s0 remains zero at zero temperature.
A.2.3. Correction to the s0 − s0 Propagator due to Loops of Goldstone Bosons
In the large N limit, the s0 − s0 propagator receives corrections from loops of the
Goldstone bosons as shown below:
= + + + · · · (A.19)
The dots in the above expression represent diagrams with iterations of the same loops that
are shown explicitly. Each of these loops comes with two vertices contributing a factor
which is O( 1
N
). On the other hand, since there are O(N) number of Goldstone bosons, the
overall contribution of these loops is O(1).
A.3. Connected 4-point Correlators
Let us now discuss the connected 4-point correlators of the different modes. Some
of these correlators are nonzero in both ground states and thermal states. We will first
consider these correlators, and then turn our attention to the ones that are nonzero only
in a thermal state.
A.3.1. Correlators which are Nonzero in Both Ground States and Thermal States
We enumerate all the 4-point correlators that are nonzero (in both ground states and
thermal states) at O( 1
N
) in table 2. We also show the kinds of Feynman diagrams that
contribute to these correlators at O( 1
N
).
20See [79] for a proof of the vanishing of such tadpole diagrams with loops of massless propagators in the
vacuum.
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Table 2: Correlators which are nonzero in both ground states and thermal states
Correlator Diagrams
4 Goldstone bosons
α
α
β
β
,
α
α
β
β
,
α
α
β
β
4 massive bosons , , ,
2 massive bosons, , , , ,
2 dilatons ,
3 massive bosons, , , , ,
1 dilaton
2 massive bosons,
α
α
,
α
α
,
α
α
,
α
α
2 Goldstone bosons
1 massive boson, 1 dilaton,
α
α
,
α
α
,
α
α
,
α
α
2 Goldstone bosons
Poles at the zeros of the Mandelstam variables
Notice that some of the correlators in the above table have diagrams in which a dilaton
propagates as an intermediate particle. Since the dilaton is massless, such a diagram leads
to a pole at the zero of a Mandelstam variable-s, t or u, depending on the channel to which
the diagram belongs. These correlators and the corresponding diagrams are given below.
• 4 massive bosons: In this case the relevant diagram is of the following form:
.
Notice that this diagram is nonvanishing in both ground states and thermal states.
Therefore, the corresponding poles in this correlator are present at all temperatures
(including zero).
• 2 massive bosons and 2 dilatons: In this case the relevant diagram is of the following
form:
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.Notice that this diagram has the vertex which couples the auxiliary field s0 to two
dilatons. As we showed earlier, this vertex vanishes at zero temperature. Therefore,
the contribution of this diagram and the corresponding poles in the correlator are
present only at nonzero temperatures.
• 3 massive bosons and 1 dilaton: As in the previous case, here the relevant diagram
(given below) has the vertex which vanishes at zero temperature:
.
Therefore, the contribution of this diagram and the corresponding poles in the cor-
relator are also present only at nonzero temperatures.
Some examples:
To illustrate the existence of the poles mentioned above, we provide the explicit forms
of some correlators below. In what follows, we will use a subscript ‘c’ to indicate the
connected piece of a correlator. In the expressions of these correlators, we will denote
the contribution of the (s0 − s0) propagator with momentum −→p by Gs0(−→p , βth). The
Mandelstam variables in these expressions are defined as follows:
s ≡ (−→p 1 +−→p 2)2, t ≡ (−→p 1 +−→p 3)2, u ≡ (−→p 1 +−→p 4)2. (A.20)
Now that we have defined all the quantities appearing in the correlators, let us provide
the explicit forms of these correlators:
〈η−(−→p 1)η−(−→p 2)η−(−→p 3)η−(−→p 4))〉c
= βthδ∑
i p
0
i ,0
(2pi)dδd(
∑
i
−→p i)
[
4∏
i=1
1
p2i + σ˜
2
]
1
N
[
A2−−
{
−
(
Gs0(
−→p 1 +−→p 2, βth) +Gs0(−→p 1 +−→p 3, βth) +Gs0(−→p 1 +−→p 4, βth)
)
+ 8σ˜2
( 1
s+ σ˜2
+
1
t+ σ˜2
+
1
u+ σ˜2
)}
+ 4A2
+−σ˜
2
(1
s
+
1
t
+
1
u
)]
,
(A.21)
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〈η−(−→p 1)η+(−→p 2)η−(−→p 3)η+(−→p 4))〉c
= βthδ∑
i p
0
i ,0
(2pi)dδd(
∑
i
−→p i)
[
1
p21 + σ˜
2
1
p23 + σ˜
2
1
p22
1
p24
]
1
N
[
A2
+−
{
−
(
Gs0(
−→p 1 +−→p 2, βth) +Gs0(−→p 1 +−→p 4, βth)
)
+ 3σ˜2
( 1
s+ σ˜2
+
1
u+ σ˜2
)}
+ A−−A++
{
−Gs0(−→p 1 +−→p 3, βth) +
2σ˜2
t+ σ˜2
}
+ A2
++
σ˜2
(1
s
+
1
u
)]
,
(A.22)
〈η−(−→p 1)η+(−→p 2)η−(−→p 3)η−(−→p 4))〉c
= βthδ∑
i p
0
i ,0
(2pi)dδd(
∑
i
−→p i)
[
1
p22
∏
i 6=2
1
p2i + σ˜
2
]
1
N
[
A−−A+−
{
−
(
Gs0(
−→p 1 +−→p 2, βth) +Gs0(−→p 1 +−→p 3, βth) +Gs0(−→p 1 +−→p 4, βth)
)
+ 5σ˜2
( 1
s+ σ˜2
+
1
t+ σ˜2
+
1
u+ σ˜2
)}
+ 2A++A+−σ˜
2
(1
s
+
1
t
+
1
u
)]
.
(A.23)
Note that the poles at the zeros of the Mandelstam variables in the last two correlators
have the factor A++ in their coefficient. Therefore, these poles vanish as the temperature
goes to zero.
A.3.2. Correlators which are Nonzero only in Thermal States
Now let us look at the correlators that are nonzero at O( 1
N
) only in a thermal state.
We provide the list of these correlators and the corresponding diagrams in table 3.
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Table 3: Correlators which are nonzero only in thermal states
Correlator Diagrams
1 massive boson , 3 dilatons ,
4 dilatons
2 dilatons, 2 Goldstone bosons
α
α
,
α
α
Notice that in all these diagrams, there is a vertex with the coefficient A++ which
vanishes at zero temperature. Hence, these correlators all vanish up to O( 1
N
) at zero
temperature.
A.4. Summary
We studied the forms of all the connected 4-point correlators in the biconical model
which are nonzero at O( 1
N
). From the corresponding Feynman diagrams, we saw that
there are some essential differences between the correlators at zero temperature and those
at nonzero temperatures. These differences are as follows:
1. In a thermal state, there are additional poles at the zeros of the Mandelstam variables
for the following correlators:
• 2 massive bosons and 2 dilatons,
• 3 massive bosons and 1 dilaton.
2. The following correlators vanish in the ground state, but are nonzero in a thermal
state:
• 1 massive boson and 3 dilatons,
• 4 dilatons,
• 2 dilatons and 2 Goldstone bosons.
We saw that these differences arise due to the vanishing of an interaction vertex coupling
the auxiliary field s0 to two dilatons when the temperature is taken to zero.
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Comment on the fixed point where
√
gB11
gB22
=
√
g11
g22
= x2
x1
:
As we discussed in the main text, at leading order in the large N expansion, there
is a line of fixed points of the RG flow of the couplings. A special point on this line is
where
√
g11
g22
= x2
x1
. This is the point at which the moduli space of vacua passes through the
origin of the field space even at nonzero temperatures. From (A.18), we can see that at
this point, the vertex factor −iA++ = 0. Hence, the essential differences that we mentioned
between the vacuum and thermal correlators disappear at this point.
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